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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

One Section
Today
Eight Pages
Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

Record Crowd
Expected Today
For Derby Race
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) — A
record crowd was expected for
today's 99th running of the Kentucky Derby by a field of 13
thoroughbreds in the richest
"run for the roses" in the history of the racing classic.
The 3-year-olds were scheduled to go to the post at 5:40
p.m. EDT for the l'02-mile run
at Churchill Downs. The purse
was $198,800, with $155,050 to
the winner.
Turf fans, forecast to exceed
last year's record 130,564, were
looking forward to sunny
weather as predictions called
for fair skies and a high near
69.
The infield was ready for ttie
throng that masses annually on
the green, since the grandstand
seats only 42,000, with red and
green plants forming the
shapes of a star and a horseshoe and lining the main infield
track in checkered blocks.
And the roses were ready for
the winner, with the famous

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Showers sprinkled the Northeast and the -West today and
turned to snow in the higher
reaches of the Sierras and Appalachians.
Thunderstorms
stretching
from Texas to Canada rolled
over the Plains states.
Northerly winds brought cool
weather and rain clouds to the
eastern Great Lakes and New
England. Frost and freeze
warnings were posted from the
northern and eastern lakes
southeast to Virginia.
Travelers going through the
California Sierras above 4,000
feet were warned of snow and
high winds. Four inches of
snow fell at Blue Canyon, Calif., overnight, while wind gusts
of up to 45 miles per hour were
clocked near San Francisco.
Skies were fair over the western Great Lakes, the Ohio Valley and the South.
Temperatures before dawn
ranged from 33 at Grand Rapids and Lansing, MiCh., to 75 at
Key West, Fla.
Some other reports: Anchorage 42 cloudy, Atlanta 46 clear,
Boston 51 rain, Buffalo 37 snow,
Chicago 41 clear, Cincinnati 41
clear, Cleveland 39 clear, Da/las 63 clear, Denver 51 clear,
Detroit 37 clear, Honolulu 76
cloudy, Indianapolis 43 clear,
Kansas City 62 clear, Los Angeles 56 partly cloudy , Louisville
45 clear, Miami 75 clear, Minneapolis-St. Paul 50 cloudy,
Nashville 42 clear, New York 47
cloudy, Philadelphia 45 clear,
Phoenix 76 partly cloudy, PittsDurgh 35 clear, St. Louis 47
partly cloudy, San Francisco 49
clear, Seattle 48 clear, Washington 45 clear.

rose garland designed for the
41st year by Mrs. Kingsley
Walker of Louisville. The garland, draped over the winning
horse's neck, was two and onehalf yards long and 14 inches
wide, made up of 500 flowers.
An additional five dozen stem
roses made up the jockey's
bouquet.
Betting set an early record,
as a crowd of 39,540 poured
$279,441 through the mutuel machines during traditional preliminary wagering Friday.
The early wagering, which
made Santa Anita Derby winner Sham a slight favorite over
the 1972 Horse of the Year Secretariat and stablemate Angle
Light, topped last year's mark
of $250,979 in advance bets
Derby Weedier
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Warm and sunny weather was
on tap for today's 99th running
of the Kentucky Derby, the National Weather Service said, as
it predicted that the expected
record crowd would experience
temperatures in the low 70s and
light balmy breezes.
The chances of rain dampening this afternoon's "run for
the roses,” the most exciting
two minutes in sports, were
near zero, the weather service
said.
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Tickets Still Available
For Holland Appreciation
About a hundred tickets are
still available for the "Ty
Holland Appreciation Dinner"
which will be held next
Saturday, May 12th at the
Murray State University
Student Union Building.
Tommy Pushing, who is in
charge of ticket sales for the
event said the few remaining
tickets are on sale at the Bank
of Murray, the Peoples Bank,
Jerry's, the Holiday Inn and
Scott's and Wails Drugs.
Players friends, and coaches
who opposed Holland in his
forty-three year career as
coach at Murray High School
are expected to turn the event
into an old fashioned reunion as
well as a tribute to the "Dean of
Kentucky Coaches."
The former director of the
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association, Ted Sanford is
billed as the featured speaker,
but several others will be on the

Murray High PTA
Plans Supper Meet
The Murray High School
Parent-Teacher's Association
will install its new officers at
the annual family pot-luck
dinner which will be held on
Thursday, May 10, at 6:30 p.m.
in the school cafeteria. Meat
and drinks will be served by the

?TA.
President Paul Lyons urges
all parents to bring their
families and attend this popular
meeting. Mrs. Joan Hawker will
present her students in several
musical numbers.

program, representing teams
during the four decades of
Coach Holland's career.
An announcement of the
establishment of a "Ty Holland
Scholarship" will be made at
the dinner. Local and area
businessmen have made substantial contributions to the
fund, which will provide a
college scholarship to a Murray
High graduate each year. In
additiion, most of the money
from ticket sales to the dinner
will go into the fund.
Tickets to the dinner are
$10.00 each, and of course both
men and women are welcome.

MOSCOW (AP — Henry A.
Kissinger prepared to confer
with Leonid I. Brezhnev on a
host of topics today at the Soviet leader's country retreat at
Zavidovo. One of the items was
an agenda for Brezhnev's trip
to the United States next
month.
It was understood Kissinger
and Brezhnev also were to discuss further limits on strategic
arms, mutual force reductions
in Europe and Soviet-U.S.
trade.

Kissinger's staff members on
the trip include Helmut Sonnenfeldt, an East-West trade
specialist; William G. Hyland,
a Soviet affairs specialist; and
Philip A. Odeen, an expert on
strategic arms.
Kissinger arrived Friday
after a stopover in Copenhagen,
spending $26 million dollars a where he was briefed by U.
Alexis Johnson, the U.S. amyear in their operation.
Last year the "100 Million bassador to the Strategic Arms
Dollar Club" was begun to aid Limitations Talks.
Before his arrival, eight Jews
Shring hospitals. This project
involves individual Shriners from the Ukranian city of
giving at least $100 or in- Kharkov asked Kissinger in an
cluding the Shrine in their will. open letter to help them get
The Murray-Calloway County visas to Israel, claiming their
Shrine Club has made two $1,000 situation in Russia was "comcontibutions to the $100 Million pletely intolerable."
Dollar Club, as an organization,
Jewish activists hope Kissinand at least twelve Murray ger also will raise the topic of
Shriners and their wives have emigration during his talks
become members, making the with Brezhnev.
total contibution form local
Soviet Jews also demonstraShriners of over $3,000. This is
the largest contribution of any ted in front of ths government
Shrine club in the Rispah newspaper lzvestia, charging it
Temple area which extends all "refused to publish that we are
over Western Kentucky to prevented from going to IsBowling Green and Madison- rael."
ville.
Williams emphasized that if
any parent desires to have his VFW Slates
child admitted to a Shrine
hospital, they should contact Election On Sunday
him. He is the local Shrine
Calloway County Post No.
club's designated officer to
5638, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
handle applications.
will meet Sunday, May 6, at 3
Assisting Mr. Williams with
p.m. at the Triangle Inn,
the projector Thursday was
Murray.
Hewlett Cooper who is
Election of officers will be
associated with Health Centers
in several West Kentucky held and all members are urged
to attend.
counties.

John Williams Speaks On Shrine
Hospitals Before Local Group
John L. Williams was the
featured speaker Thursday
eyeing at 7:30 o'clock for the
regular meeting of Xi Alpha
Delta chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi, a social-cultural-service
sorority. The meeting was held
at the Community Center on
Ellis Drive.
Williams showed a film on the
orthopedic services which are
offered by Shrine hospitals in
North America. The film
how
showed
graphically
surgeons at the Shrine hospitals
can correct many difficulties in
children caused by congenital
deformity or accident.
The burns institutes operated
by the Shrine were also explained by Williams. He pointed
out that the latest techniques
are used by surgeons in the
twenty-one hospitals..
Williams said that any child
up to the age of fifteen may be
admitted to a Shrine hospital
with no cost to the children's
parents, Parents must either be
indigent or in such a position
that correcting the deformity or
difficulty would be an extreme
burden.
Shriners in North America
support these
hospitals,

The Weather
Sunny and a little warmer today, clear and not as cool
tonight. High today in the low
to mid 70s, low tonight in the
mid to upper 40s. Increasing
cloudiness Sunday, with a high
in the mid 70s. Cloudy Monday,
with a chance of showers.
'Kentucky's Extended Outlook
Monday through Wednesday
Cloudy Monday and Tuesday
with chance of showers. Showers ending and decreasing
cloudiness Wednesday. Warp
• Monday, turning cooler -bluer
lay and Wednesday. Highs.,
Monday in the mid to upper'70s
-- • zsper--69s to low 70a en
Fuesdayüd„Virednesdieve TAW- —11Millie Talk—John L. Williams. secondfrom left gave a talk before the Xi Alpha Delta ehapter of
in the Mid 50s Monday drop- Beta Sigma Phi Thursday evening. Arom left to right above are Mrs. John Emerson. Williams.
plhg to the upper 40s to low 501° Hawlelt Cooper, and Mrs. Frank Ttlibinson.

Graduating Seniors Urged
To Spurn Fear Of Failure

DECA CONFERENCE- ses era! Murray Vocational School students left this morning for Atlantic
City, N.J., to attend the 27th annual National DECA Career Development Conference. Carroll
Volkswagen salesman
Hopson presents the keys to the VW has to Mrs. Vicki Shell. Carroll is
providing the bus to take the students to Louisville.
(Staff Photo by David H111)

Murray DECA Students Leave
For National Conference Today
Several Murray Vocational
School students left today for
Atlantic City, New Jersey, to
attend the 27th annual National
Development
DECA Career
(finference of the Distributive
Education Clubs of America.
They drove to Louisville in a
VW bus, courtesy of Carroll
Volkswagon, to meet the
Kentucky Delegation. They will
then fly to Philadelphia where
they will tour the historic sites
and then be bused to Atlantic
City.
Mary Devine, Lamar Harrell,
Denise Morrison, Anna Red-

mon, Roger Reed, Jennifer
Tabers, Danny Weatherbee,
and Nora Wyatt are among 56
Kentucky students selected to
participate in the Conference,
which is designed to help
develop future leaders far
marketing and distribution. It
will be held at various hotels in
Atlantic City, May 5 - 9th, and is
expected to have over 4,200
members of DECA, State Advisors, and local Advisors in
attendance representing all 50
states plus the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico.
Mary,the daughter of Dr. and

Segretti Indicted On
Florida Campaign Charge
ORLANDO, Fla. AP) —
Donald H. Segretti, alleged
head of a Republican political
sabotage ring, has been indicted on federal eharges ef
conspiring to diaru
- pt
Florida Democratic presidential primary campaigns of U.S.
Sens. Edmund S. Muskie and
Henry M. Jackson.
In a two-count federal grand
jury indictment announced Friday, Segretti, an attorney from
Marina del Ray, Calif., and
George A.
' , an obscure
Tampa, Fla.,
tant, were
accused of mailing a phony
campaign letter on "Citizens
for Musicie" stationary accusing Jackson of sexual misconduct.
'The unsigned letter, which
was mailed just before the
Florida primary last March,
also named U.S. Sen. Hubert
Humphrey, but the indictment
did not accuse the two of attempting to sabotage the Minnesota Democrat's campaign.
U.S. Atty. John Briggs said
the investigation in the case
was continuing but hedged on
questions whether the alleged
disruption effort involved any
figures within the Committee to
Re-Elect the President.
The bogus letter accused
Jackson of fathering an illegimate • daughter in 1929 and
being arrested twice on charges
of homosexuality, in 1955 and
1957.
It also said Humphrey was
arrested on a drunk driving
charge in Washington in 1967
while,in the company of a call

Mrs. John Devine, 1714 West
Main, is a senior at Murray
High School, and is Secretary of
the morning class. She will
serve as a Kentucky Voting
Delegate.
Lamar, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Harrell, Route 4,
Murray, is local DECA
Treasurer for 1973-74, and a
junior at Calloway County High
School. He will serve as a
campaigner for Kentucky's
national officer candidate.
Denise, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.R. Morrison, Route
2, Murray, is a senior at
Calloway High School and is
President of the afternoon DE
Class. She will serve as a
campaigner for Kentucky's
national officer candidate.

Anna,the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Redmon, Route 2,
Hazel, is a junior at Calloway
and with conspiracy to dis- County High School and is
tribute it.
Reporter for the afternoon DE
Robert Benz, 25, of Odessa, Class. She will serve as a
Fla., a former Tampa Young representative for Kentucky at
Republicans president, was the Kentucky Booth.
named as a coconspirator but
Roger fleed
oIOn Se&
was not charged.
Bumphis, 204 Pine,is a senior at
The indictment claimed Segr- Murray High School and is the
etti paid Benz $50 on Dec. 1, local DECA Chapter President
1971, for the work to be done and is representing the
Chap"in the disruption of the said ter's first place entry in
campaigns."
Creative Marketing. He will
Segretti, who has been named also serve as a campaigner for
by President Nixon's personal Kentucky's
national officer
lawyer, Herbert Kalmbach, as candidate.
the recipient of between $30,000
Jennifer, the daughter of Mr.
and $40,000 from a secret fund
(See DECA, Page 8')
8)
Page
(See Segretti,

The indictment charged Segts
etti, 28, and Hearing, 40, with
Buel Stalls presents Mrs. Barletta Wrather. treasurer of
LialiblistIng slid- distributing
Council on Drug Edueatiep,-a check for $100.00 to use in
-r
enown
,)tter
which did not contain
the program while Mr. Arlie Scott, Secretary of the
furthering
.af- names of those responsible",
Council looks on.

Graduating seniors were
urged to spurn fear of failure
and to recognize errors as
"portals of discovery" during
commencement exercises
Friday at Murray State
University.
Kentucky Gov. Wendell H.
Ford admonished the 1,261
degree recipients in the
university's 50th
spring
graduating ceremony not to be
afraid of making mistakes.
"You're going to be wrong
many times between now and
the day you die," he told them.
"You're going to make
mistakes. If you don't, your
existence will have no purpose,
no meaning,: no promise. For
you will have no initiative, no
enterprise, no interests."
But he stressed the importance of a healthy attitude
toward mistakes, advising the
graduates, which represent
both mid-year and spring
classes, that it is unnecessary to
seek excuses for honest, sincere
errors that are worthy of noble
goals.
Ford, who later in the
program was presented one of
five honorary Doctor of Laws
degrees by the university,
pointed back in history to great
men and women who reftised to
falter because of their
mistake,:
"The right to stumble is
matched by the responsibility to
recover," he continued. "There
is no immunity to personal
error. There is only the
obligation to profit from error."
He warned against accepting
failure and error as commonplace and declared that
honorable intentions will
motivate men to transcend
adversity to personal advancement and triumph.
He described two possibilities
and challenged the graduates to
make a choice:
"The weak, and meek, take
one of two routes. They live in
horror of mistakes, thereby
permitting a useless life. Or
they cling to fragile excuses for
their mistakes.
"The bold, and energetic,
have a singular maturity about
mistakes. They recognize the
probability of many and benefit
from the few which do occur."
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, in his
introduction of Ford, cited the
governor's credibility and
called him a man "who knows
and values the purest meaning
of the word."
He emphasized the national
stature Ford has achieved since
he took office in December of
1971. Sparks said Ford, who has
also served as lieutenant
governor and as a mUmber of
the Kentucky Senate, has
gained a reputation that causes
people to stop and listen when
he speaks because he has
something worthwhile to say.
"His reputation is deserved,"
he observed, "because he has
repeatedly demonstrated the
willingness to go to Washington
and to speak out on issues affecting Kentucky and Kentuckians. Eimn more important,
he has at the same time shown
insight
and
sensitivity,
awareness that has set him
apart."
Fifteen graduates in the class
were commissioned by Col.
Palmer A. Peterson, professor
of military science, as second
lieutenants in the U.S. Army
through the ROTC program.
Besides Ford, recipients of
honorary degrees were former
Kentucky Gov. and U.S. Sen.
Earle C. clepents, First
District U.S.Tongressman
Frank .A. Stubblefield, E.B.
Howton, retiring chairman of
(See Murray State, Page 11)
BASEBALL TRYOUTS
The second session of little
league tryouts will be held
Monday, May 7, for 9 and 10
year olds, and Tuesday, May 8.
for 11-12 year olds. Boys in these
age groups may still sign up for
try outs.
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Tape Therapy
Used By Therapist

Mich
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Frances Drake

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, MAY?,1973

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
•

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

SATURDAY—MAY 5, 1973

Right To Be Stuff

SATURDAY—MAY 5, 1973

KENTUCKY

FOR SUNDAY, MAY II, 1373
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

LEXINGTON, Ky.,—A
husband tells his wife, "That's a
very good idea." At the same
time, he flicks an invisible bit of
dust from his trouser leg with a
gesture of almost contemptuous
dismissal.
This is what is called a nonverbal message. Today many
people are having their own
non-verbal messages pointed
out to them—an increasing
number of psychotherapists are
using video tape to give patients
a good look at themselves.
-Video tape helps patients see
themselves as other see them,"
said Dr. Joseph Melnick,
of
professor
assistant
psychology at the University of
is
"Seeing
Kentucky.
believing— you can't deny the
truth."
Many people are atle to see
that their facial expressions
alone can cut people off, or
perhaps the way they gesture
can destroy the communication
process.
A television scriptwriter,
being treated in both individual
and group therapy, watched a
tape of herself wade during a
group session then broke into
tears."What bothered me," she
said,"was the smug expression
I have on my face—as if I know
it all, and I really don't."

Ten Years Ago Today

amp-

0C/

,-ct?':4

CAP I

Morton Urges Americans
To Conserve Gasoline

students may sit behind a twoway mirror and watch as
Melnick conducts a group
therapy session. Afterwards,
the graduate students have the
opportunity of questioning him
as to his method of approach.
At other times, Melnick sits
behind the two-way mirror and
observes the students as they
conduct a therapy session.
Later, the students can view
themselves on tape and discuss
the group's response with
Melnick.
Therapy sessions are held in a
room that can comfortably
accomodate 8 - 10 people; the
camera is in an adjoining room
filming through a two-way
mirror.
"There's a certain amount of
anxiety at first," said Melnick,
"but since the camera cannot
be seen, patients gradually
forget about it and become
relaxed.
Melnick warns that video tape
cannot be used with everyone
and care should be taken before
using it. Groups with a high
"anxiety level" could not work
well with video tape.
Critics of the video tape
method call it nothing more
than a distraction and an expensive plaything. Proponents
'contend that it's not a toy but a
tool, and that adequate
equipment can be purchased for
a relatively low price.
Melnick added, "From my
experience and research,
careful use of video tape
feedback in therapy can be a
very effective tool in helping
people find out who they really

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Irk
of
Institute
Canadian
the
by
In a recent survey
Some strain may be put on
Public Opinion, Canadian wives were asked to name
your resources, but avoid
anxiety. You rarely quake in the
the main fault of their husband. In a 1960 stirvey, the
face of adversity, but present
primary complaint was that the men were selfish,
influences induce such inthe
in
-ranked
Top
inconsiderate.
egotistical, and
clinations.
current survey is the complaint that husbands think
TAURUS
believe
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
of women as second-class citizens and don't
now
Stellar influences
in 50-50 equality. The latest survey seems to indicate
stimulate your ingenuity,
selfish,
be
to
men
as
right
same
women want the
creativity and personality. Be
egotistical, and inconsiderate.—Columbia (S.C.)
careful, however, not to go to
extremes in anything you unState
dertake.
GEMINI
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
( May 22 to June 21)
Keep your head when the
Don't waste time or energies.
LEDGER•TIMES PILE
going may be tedious, out-of- You will have this day "in the
hand or even "rough." Day has bag" if you emphasize system,
many advantages if you keep on accuracy, foresightedness.
in
home
his
Hub Dunn, age 77, died yesterday at
plugging in spite of obstacles. Outdoor- interests highly
Hazel.
CANCER
favored.
"I use video tape mostly with
CANCER
Donald Swann was named as the Jaycee of the (June 22 to July 23)
said Melmick. "It
groups,"
it
when
23)
hairs
July
to
split
M
Don't
(June
Month by the Murray Junior Chamber of ComThink constructively and gives everyone a chance to see
comes to making important
merce.
moves or decisions. Neither so reckon with all possible how they are non-verbally
The May term of the Calloway Circuit Court opens diversify your activities that eventualities before un- reacting to other members in
May 6 with Circuit Judge Earl Osborne presiding. you accomplish tellingly in dertaking any new enterprise. the group.
In fact, day will be better for
Video tape is also used with
A business barometer compiled by the Murray none.
routine matters than for many of Melnick's graduate
LEO
all
in
progress
Chamber of Commerce indicates
unusual ventures.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
students. On one occasion the
fields of growth in Murray and Calloway County.
Avoid a tendency to overdo LEO
New officers of the Sgima Department of the things. Stars promise ad- (July 24 to Aug. 231 tr2.1
Excellent planetary inMurray Woman's Club are Mesdames Bethel vancement if you are resourceful and accurate, but you MUST fluences. Indications are that
thru
and
Cooper,
Ryan
Richardson, Jim Boone, Joe
have a definite plan. Don't rush something very pleasant is
Tommy Alexander.
TUE.
into undertakings unprepared. about to occur in your life. You
should be in fine spirits now,
VIRGO
VP tA
inspired on all fronts.
1 Aug. 24 to Sept-23)
•3 rd • Record Breaking Week•
Continue work on worthwhile VIRGO
110.1i
projects even if temporarily ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
LLDORZ•TUNES OILS
A splendid period in which to
bored. Don't go off on tangents
just to relieve tedium, and IX) renew affectionate ties through
Funeral
3.
May
died
80,
Paschall,
Mrs. Ross
retain confidence in your goals mutual interests and pastimes.
affairs
domestic
services were held today at South Pleasant Grove and your ability to attain them. Your
especially favored.
Methodist Church.
LIBRA
LIBRA
The Murray Girl Scouts observed Juliet Low day (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -11.r1
—
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
City_
Murray
the
at
cabin
the
at
program
with a
Avoid fatigue. It could dim
If faced with unexpected
7:30 & 9:55 Nite •1:30 & 3:45 Sat & Sun Aft
your vision, blind you to op- opposition, avoid antagonism
Park. Mrs. Gingles Wallis was program chairman
are
there
which
of
portunities,
the
at
arrive
can
you
and
commissioner.
and Mrs. E.S. Ferguson is
many now. Also, avoid ex- necessary accord and worthLate Show TO NITE 1 1 :40 P.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Rogers announce the tremes and exaggeration.
-while compromise. Here your
engagement and approaching marriage of their SCORPIO
innate poise can be a big aid.
"The Turnin: On Of Mr. Harrison
SCORPIO
daughter, Bettye Ann, to Orval Vernon Satterfield, (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ""rung
Bring deals to their profitable (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22. ril'e*
Jr.
conclusions when you are sure
Work on the knotty problems,
of
pastor
as
resigned
has
McCullough
Rev. Tom
the moment is right. You are a but do not blow thein out of
the Cherry Corner Baptist ChurCg to take the
productive thinker, can put proportion. Let incidents
position of editor of Young People's Materials for the imagination into things. DO! remain just that; concentrate
1The MAFIA, The Way The Lived and Died!!!
Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Con- SAGM'ARIUS
on insuring good results in
Charles fremson
area.
YOUR
Tenn.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
vention, Nashville,
as Joe Valacki
Some matters will run SAGirr ARIUS
smoothly; others may need (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Be prepared to withstand
greater effort and better
direction. In the latter case, a opposition, unexpected
LEDGER•TIKES FILE
change in procedure might do disturbances. You CAN settle
VE•FINM Am.mom.
matters—in a way which will
the trick.
win the admiration of others.
Sgt. L.D. Flora, son of Mrs. Toy McCuiston, who CAPRICORN
CAPRICORN
was wounded in North Africa is now hospitalized in (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Stellar influences excellent (Dec. n to Jan. 20) V
the United States.
If
for constructive action.
Leave no loose ends in
Charles Burke of St. Louis, Mo., cadet with the judicious plans have already matters nearing completion,
U.S. Naval Flight School here, died of injuries been made, carry them out and don't start enterprises you
sustained in an automobile accident near Hazel. smartly; make some, if you may regret later. Look up past
nate a stalemate to progress. records, returns, in planning
Five other cadets were injured.
present procedures.
Deaths reported include R.M. Langston, age 88, AQUARIUS
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
=30
Mrs. Julia Ann Bray. agf...8ft., and Mrs. John Young,
In everyday mailers, give a (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
•
Look well into proposed
age 62.
little! You will be surprised at
k
Members of the cast of the play, "Ted Drops In," the results. Your lively suggestions or you may find
yourself
involved
where
you
to be presented by the seniors of Murray Training imagination can give a time- least desire it. Some definite
•Ends Tonite •Each Feature Shown Once*
worn or thinly devised project
School on May 12,are Lurline Cunningham, Joe the boost it requires.
"no" answers will be required.
1. Angels' Wild Women
Windsor, Dorothy frevathan, Marvin Harris, Anna PISCES
PISCES
All Rated
Sally
and
20)
Mar.
King,
A.C.
to
20
Erwin,
Allen
(Feb.
Mae Trevathan,
Sadist
Satan's
2.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Your intuition and perception
1111
Anne McMillen.
You don't need to look afar for
should be keen now. Under
3, Hells Bloody Devils
Births reported are girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hill prevailing influences, you best returns. They will come
within your immediate
Adams, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Brandon on should win advancement, in- from
surroundings and, perhaps,
prestige.
crease
April 20, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Compthrough some -unlikely"
ton on May 5.
YOU BORN TODAY are persons. A good day!
Charles Warren gifted with the many assets
Miss Rella Gibbs and Sgt.
YOU
BORN
TODAY,
life.
Jenkins were married Easter Sunday at Jefferson needed for a long succession of governed by Venus, the planet
achievements and as much of love and artistry, are enBarracks, Mo.
happiness as one can crowd into dowed with a great love of
a lifetime. You have unusual beauty
and
a
lively
crlatiVé. talent and could imagination. You have talent
succeed at almost any of the for painting and a keen sense of
arts, but may choose either color; are a born musician, too.
painting or music as a career. If You love flowers and would
Why asketh thou me? ask them which heard me, the latter, your performance or make a fine horticulturist or
would evqn have landscape artist; could
W Weld A Orman PONSNIIIII
also
what I have said unto them: behold, they know what compositions
'color" added to pitch aiW tune, excel at design or interior
I said. John 18:21.
you
from
set
aside
,which would
decoration. You have a flair for
PLUS
Most of us know more of the trutirthatt we want to other musicians. You may be writing—usually on the sehous
so,
if
and,
theater
the
to
drawn
anything
do
to
want
we
than
more
far
and
hear
<
side, such as philosophical or
readWer Wet
•
Mr Or*
could reach undreamed-of psychological. Try to
conquer
about
Sugar gets
pinnacles of success. Other your tendency to wilt at
,wore
171,41
•piarrfork,
shine:
could
you
which
in
fields
criticism, to downgrade your
whatshe want...
writing, science, education, the own efforts. Birthdate of:
044rnr
?""6
-Wen
trtpl76
and Admiral FL E.
jurisprudence
law,
Perry, Arctic
when she wants it!
statesmanship. Birthiate of: explorer; M. de
Ftobespierre,
I.
poet;
Peter
Browning,
Robert
Jr.
by Carl Riblet
French revolutionist; Sigmund
Under the law, wottisen and men are required to be Tschaikovsky and Johannes Freud, pioneer in psychoanalBrahms, composers.
ysis.
treated exactly alike; except that women are
• • •
.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erk:4
Leave no wide gaps in either
plans or schedule. Opportunities are up for grabs.
Make sure you are in the
receiving line early.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
More gains indicated than you
may anticipate. But there will
be SOME obstacles, so pick
and
alertly
way
your
cautiously—but without
anxiety.

By STAN BENJAMIN ..
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of the Interior Rogers
C.B. Morton Tuesday urged
Americans to start conserving
gasoline if they want to avoid
shortages this summer.
Morton did not directly mention the possibility of gasoline
rationing, but warned shortages
could affect "the freedom of
choice of our citizens."
In a statement issued from
his office, Morton urged that
Americans save gasoline by
driving their cars only when
necessary, planning vacations
and camping trips closer to
home, slowing down on highways and limiting the use of
auto air-conditioners and other
powered equipment.
In a separate statement prepared for presentation to the
Senate Interior Committee,
Morton said, "the margin between experiencing energy
shortages and not experiencing
energy shortages is very
"For this summer," he said,
"only a one or two per cent reduction in gasoline consumption
could make a difference.
"The driving habits of the
American people can determine
whether we get through the
summer without a problem or
whether we have to consider
far more serious remedial
measures than have so far been
considered."
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Isn't It The Truth!

—"Place greater reliance on
small cars, particularly by twocar families. '
—"Use mass transit systems
more extensively.
—"Walk or ride bicycles on
short tripe.
—"Keep automobile engines
properly tuned and tires properly inflated."

•11•.1•114............

* OPEN EVERY NIGHT *

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Morton urged the public to
take nine commonsense steps
to save gasoline:
—"Plan vacations and camping trips closer to home.
—"Use trains, buses or airplanes on long trips rather than
automobiles.
—"Use automobiles only for
necessary trips.
—"Limit the use of auto airconditioners and other fuel consuming accessories.
—"Drive 10 miles below the
speed limit on all superhighways.

Don't Miss Our Weekly
KID SHOW!!

NOW tThurEu.

30YearsAgoThisWeek

Administration officials have
repeatedly said there was no
Intention to institute gasoline
rationing in the foreseeable future, but Morton's statements
seemed to mean that adequate
gasoline was becoming less and
less foreseeable.
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In renewing President Nixon's wage-and-price-control authority Monday night, Congress
gave him, for the first time
since the energy crisis became
a public issue, clear authority
to allocate petroleum products.
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Methodist Women
Of Good Shepherd
Hold Regular Meet

_Officers Elected
y Zeta Department
At Program Meeting
•

A special program of music
was presented at the meeting of
the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, April 26, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the club house.
Bruce Clayton played three
selections from Bach on his
accorclion.
were
numbers
Special
presented by the Madrigal
Singers and the Girls Ensemble
of Murray High School with
Mrs. John Bowker as director.
Mrs. Purdom Outland,
chairman,
department
presided. Mrs. W.P. Russell,
treasurer, presented awards to
Donna Poulson, Debbie Miller,
Craig Klein, and Danny
Thompson as winners of the
essay contest on the subject,
Kentucky
Should
"How
Celebrate the 200th Birthday of
the U.S.A."
of the
The chairman
nominating committee, Mrs.
Bernard Bell, read the slate of
officers for the new club year
who were elected as follows:
Mrs. Outland, re-elected
chairman; Mrs. Edward
vice-chairman;
Watson,
Miss Vivian Hale, secretary;
Mrs. Max Beale, treasurer.
Retiring officers are Mrs.
Blackwood, viceRoger
chairman; Mrs. Frank Kane,
secretary; Mrs. W.P. Russell,
treasurer.
Names were tabled for new
members.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
the hostesses who were Mrs.
Max Beale, Mrs. Cecil Farris,
Mrs. Franklin Fitch, and Mrs.
Heron West.

Mrs Jack Wilcox
Hostess For Meet
Faith Doran Circle

Turn off tired date
then turn in alone!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 24-year-old single girl and have
wind
my own apartment. When I go out on a date and we
will start
up the evening at a rather late hour, the fellow
have
with, "Man, am I ever tired. You're lucky you don't
tonight."
home
get
to
town
across
to drive clear
whereupon
I usually say something like, "I sure am,"
start presthey feel snubbed and get even less subtle and
etc.
etc.,
couch,
my
on
sleep
them
let
to
me
suring
uncomfortaAbby, that kind of situation makes me feel
saying,
ble. but I really haven't hit upon a nice way of
there
"Sorry, but no." Then again I wonder what harm
sorry
feel
do
I
couch.
my
on
sleep
them
letting
would be in
long drive
for them because they ARE tired, and it is a
across town. Can you help?
TURNING THEM OUT IN'TO THE COLD
THAT tired.
DEAR TURNING: Don't let anyoae get
to sleep,
Before his indicator starts pointing toward a place
Alone.
in.
turn
and
evening
lovely
the
for
thank him
six lovely
DEAR ABBY. My brother and his wife have
21. The
over
all
men,
young
are
eldest
children. The three
other three are girls in their teens.
kind of insect I
My sister in law reminds me of some
young.
their
eat
They
about.
have read
to the third
She is constantly subjecting her children
what was said
degree. She even demands to know exactly
been in the
and done when any of her adult sons have
She goes
age
of
years
70
to
14
from
female
a
company of
in on
listens
even
she
and
purses,
thru their mail, wallets,
ill
their telephone conversations. [She brags about
He is afraid
Don't say her husband should take a stand.
her.
to
to open his mouth
e and dominatIt is painful for me to see this possessiv
her daughters
ing woman emasculate her sons and drive
do?
can
I
anything
there
Is
her
from
away
CONCERNED UNCLE
husband. she
DEAR UNCLE: If she won't listen to her
p and underfriendshi
your
offer
do
But
you.
to
won't listen
someone
need
They
nephews.
and
standing to your nieces
they can trust and respect.

I
•:4g
fill).ije '
Palmer A. Peterson, were, left to
WIVES HONORED at a tea held Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
James G. Osten, all departing
Mrs.
and
Jr.,
Horan,
C.
Earl
Mrs.
,
Goodman
right, Mrs. Kenneth
president.
MS!:
retiring
of
wife
Sparks,
M.
Harry
wives of ROTC('adre, and Mrs.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

Saturday, May 5
The annual Derby Day Dance
will be held at the Murray
Country Club for members and
out of town guests. Dancing
Byron
by
with
music
Gallimore's Band will be tram
rune p.m. to one a.m. The admission is $10.00 per couple with
no reservations necessary. Dr.
and Mrs. Charles Homra are
chairman.
Sunday, May 6
Homecoming will be held at
Temple Hill United Methodist
Church with a basket dinner at
noon following the morning
services and a gospel singing at
one p.m.

to go to home of Mrs. W.B.
Moffett, Panorama Shores, for
potluck luncheon.

Wives Honored At
Tea Held Tuesday
At Peterson Home

Mrs. Harry M.Sparks, wife of
The Paris Road Homemakers
retiring President of
the
Club will meet at the home of
State University, and
Murray
Mrs. Lame Thompson at one
the departing wives of the
p.m.
ROTC Cadre were honored at a
tea given by the ladies of the
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Military Science Department at
Club will meet with Mrs. Danny
home of Mrs. Palmer A.
the
Phillips at 10:30 a.m.
Peterson on Tuesday, May 1.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Otder of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p m.
Group I of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
have a business session at the
church library at ten a.m.

Monday. May 7
Group IV of the CWF of the
The United Methodist Women
of the Coldwater Church will First Christian Church will
meet at the church at seven meet at the home of Mrs. Bailey
Gore, 1603 Sunset, at 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
Baptist Young Women of the
The Executive Board of the First Baptist Church will meet
will
Murray Woman's Club
at the home of Mrs. Glen
meet at the club house at 11:30 Grogan at 9:30 a.m.

Mrs. James G. Owen, whose
husband retires this month,
Mrs. Earl C. Horan, Jr., whose
husband is being transferred to
duty at Fort Campbell, and
Mrs. Kenneth Goodman, whose
husband is being reassigned to
Germany, were the Cadre wives
honored.
Despite the rain, the nostalgic
charm of May Day was
reflected in the decorations for
the pink and white tea. Pink
daisies and baby's breath
surrounding a May pole and
pink and white satin streamers
leading to miniature May
baskets formed the centerpiece
on the tea table. Crystal
hurricane shades covered the
single tall tapers that were
lighted at tea time. Pink and
white petit fours on the tea table
and pink daisy corsages worn
by the honored guests further
emphasized the motif.

my wedding.
The lovely home of Mrs. Jack
DEAR ABBY. I am beginning to plan
guests.
Wilcox was the scene of the
Mother and I disagree on the list of wedding
uncles, and
meeting of the Faith Doran
Mother says I must ask all my aunts,
uncles, and
aunts,
t
S'
Methodis
PARENT
United
my
the
of
all
Circle
cousins. This includes
a.M.
could stumble over
Women of the First Church hied
cousins, too. And all their children! I
cousins and not
Groups of the Baptist Women
on Tuesday, April 17, at two
most of my parents' aunts, uncles, and
Lottie Moon Group of the
my wedding?
of the First Baptist Church will
o'cicok in the afternoon.
even know them. Why must I ask them to
First
the
of
Women
Baptist
consider the groom's
meet at follows: Annie ArmIt is a small church and I have to
Mrs. Mattie Parker, program "
Baptist Church will meet at the strong with Mrs. Karl Hussung
as many from their side as
invite
to
were
they
If
guest
family.
the
d
at
introduce
chairman,
home of Mrs. Earl Warford
all get into the
and Group I with Mrs. James
we invited from our side, we couldn't
speaker, Miss Roberta Whit7:30 p.m.
very nervous.
me
making
is
thing
Smith, both at 9:30 a.m.; Group
whole
church. This
nah, who used as her subject,
and settle the
I with Mrs. I.H. Key at ten
Monday, May 7
Please send me some advice before I elope
The Prayer For Pilgrimage.'
NERVOUS BRIDE
the
of
Group
Jones
Group HI with Mrs. E.C.
a.m.;
Kathleen
matter.
present
Just before the guests
She spoke of the past,
Baptist Women of the First Jones at two p.m.
suggest
and
Peterson
y
Mrs.
psycholog
arrived,
and future and named many
little
a
Use
S:
DEAR NERVOU
Church will meet at the home of
How many people
women from Deborah in the Old
presented a silver bowl to Mrs.
that your mother use a little arithmetic!
Red Cross Volunteers for the Sparks on behalf of all the
Miss Lorene Swann at 7:15 p.m
side is ealiffied
Bible, Isabel Sobon, Elizabeth
will the church accommodate? The groom's
Murray-Calloway County Cadre wives for her en"immediate" relatives
the
,
Naturally
Blackwell, Lucy Stone, and
seats.
to half those
Convalescent thusiastic support of all ROTC
Hospital and
the list at the bottom..
others who had contibuted their
The New Concord PTC will
are on the top of the list. Lop off
at a
be
honored
will
Division
culture
the
to
wives' activities and especially
talents and labors
meet at the school at 7:30 p m.
Now, wasn't that simple'
adhospital
the
by
coffee
lived.
they
which
of the era in
during the founding of a social
ministration in the conference organization for all Cadet wives
They served as rnssionaries,
it off your chest.
Ninth Prayer and Service
Problems? You'll feel better U you get
of the hospital at ten a.m. and fiancees (CWF) at Murray
room
doctors.
and
teachers,
nurses,
Breakfast will be at the Holiday
ABBY: Box No. selse L. A.,
to
write
reply,
of the observance of State University.
a
part
as
personal
poem
a
a
For
She closed by reading
Inn at eight a.m
self-addressed envelope.
"Hospital Week."
Calif. Nese Enclose stamped,
The circle chairman, Mrs.
Bun Swann, presided. Reports
The annual Mother-Daughter
please.
Wednesday, May 9
were given by the secretary,
of the Murray High
banquet
"
a Lovely Weeding.
day luncheon will
ladies
The
Future
treasurer, and other chairmen.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have
the
of
chapter`
School
CaL
the Oaks Country
at
served
be
Angeles.
Mrs.
Les
wise,
appointed
Box
Swann
Mrs.
send SI to Abby.
Homemakers of America will
Club at noon. Persons should
Issac Clanton, Mrs. Vernon
Woman's
Murray
the
at
be held
sign up at the pro shop or call
Roberts,and Mrs. Flora Ford to
Club House at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. Cletus Fair or Mrs. John I.
the
for
coffee
the
at
e?
her
aisist
Blue Chees
Reservations are three dollars Sammons.
general meeting on May 1.
per plate.
?
or
Blue
Roquefort
cheese
ett
, Refreshments served buff
is
Bleu (or Fromage Bleu)
A new ceramics class for all
style from the dining room table
Open
ve swimming Senior Citizens who have never
the French name for a group
competiti
The
with.
paid
was
d
on
decorate
Special recogniti
beautifully
of Roquefort-type (biue-vete
Oaks been enrolled in a ceramics
by
d
sponsore
program,
to parents who had their last
spring flowers by the hostesses,
ed) cheese made in the
and Murray Country Clubs, will class will be held at St. John's
child graduating from Kirksey
Roquefort area in southeastMrs. Wilcox and Mrs. M. 0.
begin at the University Pool at Center, 1620 West Main, at 9:30
milk
ern
from
other
April
France
the
at
School
Elementary
Wrather.
p.m.
ewe's
than
milk.
blueBlue,
a.m. Call 753-0929 for inwere
members
meeting of the Kirksey Parent- 3:30
Eleven
mold, or blue-veined cheese is
n.
formatio
on.
School
Associati
Teacher
present. Four visitors were
Sunday
The Esther
the name for cheese of the
Willie, Class of Memorial Baptist
Edward
Mrs.
Mrs. Greg Miller, Miss Ruth
Roquefort type that is made
Evening circles of the United
president, called the names, Church will meet at the home of
in the United States or CanaSexton, Miss Frances Sexton,
t Women of the First
da.
Mrs. Jerry Kirkland, on behalf Mrs. Louise Phillips, Covey Methodis
and Miss Roberta Whitnah.
meet at 7:30 p.m. as
will
Church
presented
PTA,
of the Kirksey
Drive, at 7:30 p.m
with Mrs.
Hannah
follows:
each mother with a charm.
Peter Whaley, 802 Guthrie
Sunday
Children and parents, present
e
Hasseltin
The Ann
Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
were: Randy, Mr. and Mrs. School Class of Memorial Drive;
Lovett, Gatesboro
Damon
Stanley Darnell; Ric.hela, Mr. Baptist Church will meet at the
with Mrs.
Wesleyan
Circle;
and Mrs. Richard Towery; home of Mrs. Opal Reeves, 1106
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Milton Jones, Camelot SubZ.B.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Kevin,
Vine, at 7:30 p.m.
division.
Russell; Penny, Mr. and Mrs.
of
The Arts and Crafts Club will
7-12
Brooks Moody; Tommy arid
grades
Acteens,
The
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Memorial Baptist Church will meet at the Colonial House
Teddy
Futrell; Margaret, Mr. and meet at the home of Mrs. Candy Smorgasbord at eleven a.m
Mrs. Jewell McCallon; Johnny, Jenkins, 1317 Kirkwood Drive, with the members as luncheon
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Smith; at seven p.m. with Mrs. Treva guests of Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale.
— Open 12:00 A.M. TM 6 P.M. —
Note change in time.
and Rodney, Mr. and Mrs. Mathis as guest speaker
Harlane Black.
Grove
The
Harris
Tuesday, May 8
ers Club will meet
Homemak
Murray City School Bands with Mrs. Eugene Nance at one
will present their spring'concert p.m.
at the University School
The South Pleasant Grove
auditorium at seven p.m.
(BRUSH COMPANY)
Homemakers Club will meet
The Westside Homemakers with Mrs. Milford Orr at one
Club will meet at the home of p.m.
Mrs. Wayburn Wyatt at
The Pottertown Homemakers
Reg. '6.95
p.m.
Club will meet at Holiday Inn at
The Senior Citizens luncheon 10:30 a.m.
'645
Reg
be held at the Memorial
will
plus
•
Concord
The
New
Baptist Church at eleven am.
Reg. 13.50 $2.99
.Homemakers Club Will meet at
with Mrs.
Morning circles of the United the IF.xtension Office
at one
Reg. 12.25 $ 1.69
Methodist Women of the First W.T. Kingins as hostess
p.m.
follows-at
meet
Church will
ON SA1.E.
Abiyienate resetist .the *CieMurray
'The
&Atte'
hall at 9:30 a.m.; BesSiel'eckce
Will meet
Club
ers
1200
Homemak
Nelson,
.
alph
R
*
wilh.Mrs
Farming*, 1( 42040
with Mrs. Tom Covington at ten
Doran Road, at 9:30 a.m.; Alice
11.M.
Waters at Or church at ten a re

Parents Honored At
Kirksey PTA Meet

41
S
—
WI?TH

Mrs. Esther Sigmon was in
charge of the program at the
of the
United
meeting
Methodist Women of the Good
Shepherd Church hela on
Tuesday, April 17, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
church.
The program on the theme of
"Easter" was presented before
a worship center of candles in
the sanctuary representing
each of the twelve disciples. The
candles were lighted by Mrs.
Libby Mahan and Mrs. Sigmon
as Mrs. Mildred Smith told of
each disciple.
Mrs. Reba Miller read the
scripture from Luke 22:1-34.
The group sang "Are Ye Able"
and the closing prayer was by
Mrs. Lee Lassiter.
A life membership pin was
presented to Mrs. Gladys Dunn
by Mrs. A.O. Woods, president.
Mrs. Dunn expressed her appreciation for this honor.
The meeting was opened with
the group singing — Love
Divine" followed by a poem by
Mrs. A.O. Woods. Mrs. Libby
Mahan called the roll and
reported on the Lakeland
Parrish at Aurora. A rummage
sale was planned for a later
date
FtefreshmentsINN served by
the hostesses Mrs. Lee Lassiter
and Mrs. Olia Lassiter.
not
present,
Others
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Hazel Patterson, Mrs.
Ruth Wilson, Mrs. Catherine
Wilson, Mrs. Emma Knight,
and Miss Audie Green.

Variety meats — liver.
brains, kidney, heart and sweetbreads — are especially rich in
food value and they add variety
to family menus_

MCCALLON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel McCallon
of Kirksey Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Dale
Edward, weighing ten pounds,
born on Wednesday, May 2, at
1:04 p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
They have three daughters,
Martha, age 14, Margaret, age
13, and Marilynn, age five. The
father is self employed as a
farmer.
Grandparents are Mrs. M.J.
McCallon of Kirksey Route One
and Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver
of Almo Route One.

Ladies Day Held
At Murray Club
The regular ladies day activities were held at the Murraj
Country Club on Wednesday
May 2.
Winners for bridge play were
Jean Wilson, first high, Tack
Farrell, second high, Betty
Stewart, third high, and Peggy
Billington, worse cards.
A ladies day luncheon was
served at noon with Marilyn
Adkins as chairman of the
hostesses
Second-Day Stretcher
Nleat leftover from a baked
ham dinner can be converted,.
.into an economical. yet dile
tingui,shed dish that merits a
place on the company lunch-i
eon table. Ham a la King is a
pleasing example.
Simply add cubes of cooked
'
ham, canned mushrooms
(stems and pieces), chopped
pimiento, sliced ripe olives,
and chopped hard cooked eggi
to a medium white sauce and
heat through. Serve the mix-)
tune on toast triangles. It's a,
smooth and easy recipe that
will delight guests. Makes line.
family fare too!
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MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS
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Telephone Survey
Ky.- "Is
FRANKFORT,
there a hunter in the house?"
That's the telephone question
for 3,000 Kentucky households
between today, May 7 and May
17.
The calls will be from the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources' annual
telephone survey, in an effort to
determine how muckgame was
harvested by Kentucky hunters
during last year's hunting
season
If yours is one of the 3,000
households contacted by phone,
the caller, a woman, will ask if
there is a hunter in your
household. If there isn't, the
caller will thank you and hang
up. If there is a hunter,
however,she'll request that you
cooperate with the department
a brief
by filling out
questionnaire about the number
of hunting trips, and about kinds
and numbers of game harvested.

Bobby Allen pulls in another battling bluegill.
No one could be any prouder of a string of 16-pound bass than
little Bobby Allen is of his string of brim taken recently. Bobby is
{hemmed Mr.sad Mrs. Bob Allen of Murray.
iStaff Photo by Jerry Allen1

•
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Sportsman's Notebook
by Jerry Allen

Take a Boy Fishing
the bobber took no longer. As
By Jerry Allen
the cork began to bobble, little
and
The days of Torn Sawyer
Bobby yanked and lifted out a
Huck Finn no doubt are lost
fighting bluegill.
forever to us, but it can, and is
Sportsmen,this is what it's all
being re-discovered every day
The fun and enjoyment
about.
In a more sophisticated way.
of watching a boy fishing is
enexcitement,
same
The
a nice stringer
joyment and closeness to nature worth more than
for one'nelf.
bass
or
crappie
of
Is found in every young boy's
associate one's
adventurous heart. Most boys being able to
and to recall
become adventurous at an early past to the present
along the
sitting
of
days
the
different.
age. My nephew is no
bass
''When we going fishing?" bank waiting for catfish or
your bait is, in a
asked little Bobby Allen. "How to nibble at
once again for a
about tomorrow?" was my sense, found
short time by watching and
reply.
brings in
This was all it took to start the helping as a youngster
with a
bluegills
battling
those
got
he
as
soon
exictement. As
and
ear
to
ear
from
smile
home, little Bobby began
from the sarnll
practicing with his new rod and giggles bursting
reel I'd given him only a few upturned mouth.
The proud pose of a youngster
days earlier. He was plenty
string of bluegills
reek and looking forward to holding a
forgotten, nor
easily
be
cannot
a
taking
uncle
his
Jim and
One must
neglected.
be
it
can
together.
fWiL exnedition
Next morning, as I entered and does give praise as the
tightly by the
my brother's home,little Bobby stringer, held
hands of a
joyful
and
small
ready
was
and
grabbed his pole
trail returning
to go in for a morning's fishing. youngster on the
bold flops
His mom insisted on a hearty !NMI the fishing
side.
youngster's
the
against
we
afterward
but
breakfast,
the
reciipture
can
one
True,
house
came straight to my
for these
adore we loaded up our fishing days of Huck Finn
today. These
tackle and dug some worms. youngsters of
days and
happy
their
are
days
Bobby
boy,
Like every small
they're older
just loved pulling those worms like you and lwhen
the days of
from the dirt as I turned it up they'll remember
watching
and
bank
the
sitting
got
"We
with the spade.
uncle aunt.
Anough," he said while looking the cork with an
mom or day.
In the can. "Let's go."
And if this tradition is passed
As the car pulled to a stop,
maybe someday he'll bk
on,
little Bob was out like a shot and
bank with another
I-wining down the path toward sitting on the
anticipation of a
in
boy
small
a
took
only
It
hole
fishing
our
a disappearing
and
line
a
on
tug
sitting
were
ew minutes and we
ion the bank of a small stream cork.
Fellows-take a boy fishing
baiting our hooks. Setting out

Boggess Hollow last weekend on and water has a hold on the
shinners. Billy says they situation almost everywhere"
caught their best ones in the Al says.
Giggs Sutherman, a visitor to
stumps.
Pat Scott took another nice Irving Cobb for 15 years took 26
string or slabs of about 20, all slabs in the shallows one day
ranging from one pound to two last week, and strung 30 more
the next, but says they were
and a half pounds.
Sam Rogers slayed the slabs plenty scattered.
Ralph Tingle lifted a nice
every day last week on Blood
River. Sam says the key to stringer into his boat last week,
The
finding them is to keep looking also fishing shallow.
sauger are moving, Al reports
for clearer water.
All the local docks report that and are being taken on minnows
fishing is fairly slow with oc- at the deep water ledges. The
The Murray Bass Club held
casional strings of crappie
being taken in the shallows and its spring childrens' touronce in a while a bass grabs a nament for ages under 16. Each
child was accompanied by a
shinner.
club member, and trophies
KENLAKE DOCK
Preston Harris says there's were awarded for 10 places.
A total of 79 pounds, 13 ounces
strictly nothing happening
was taken in the tournament
worth telling from the dock.
The fishermen going out only from Cypress Springs Resort
return with two or three slabs. Saturday, with the top ten
Even the guides are hurting places going to: _
because of the high water.
I. Mark Buckingham, 2. John
CYPRESS SPRINGS
3. Clayton McCuiston 4.
Shelley,
the
says
Williams
Louis
water's over the road going into Terri McConnel 5. Martin Boyd,
Crass, 7. Ed Hendon,
Bill Price and Joe Sills his place again, but some 6. Laurie
9. Penny Price,
Malone,
Steve
8.
,
of
strings
taking
are
returned from Beach Lake fishermen
and 10. Troy Britt.
again this past weekend with crappie.
The 10 winners were awarded
Jim Smith bagged a stringer
some real hog bass. They claim
nice trophy for the catch.
a
dock
the
at
in
crappie
of
full
that little lake is really hot. Sills
bird watchers that ocYou
took
Prince
Joe
while
reportedly took a five-pound Saturday,
casionally late to fish, now is the
bass with the three largest bass another 27 slabs home with him
time to be out fishing and
weighing a total of 1542 pounds. Both strings were taken in 25 to
Birds of various
watching
of
water.
feet
30
Jerry Atkins has really been
Gerrald Crawford strung 30 species are all about. Spring
pouring it on the slab crappie
warblers are all over the place
lately in Blood River as has Bob keepers on shinners during the
shouting at the top of their
and
other
.
while'
Saturday
last
rain
Alsup in Barkley.
lungs.
Ken Dean and Don Rye took fishermen were dryingiout.
While out this weekend,
Bob and Mabel Kneeskern
nice strings of 30or more each
species were sighted,
several
crappie
of
strings
good
took
the
day they went out over
sight being the
interesting
one
the
row
on
a
in
days
three
Ken reports the
weekend.
plovers that are sitting on the
catfish are still being taken on ledges.
Iriving Cobb dock on Blood
IRVING COBB
trot lines in the shallow water.
River. Now is the time to enjoy
fair
fishing
reports
Al
Blum
Billy Edwards and his wife Jo
the spring beauty and be close
Ann along with daughter Kim with a few strings being taken in
to nature.
took a nice string of crappie in shallow and deer). "The weather

Most fishermen are out
braving the high water and
windy weather and all are
catching a few.. However,
the persistent fishermen that
hang with the ledges are taking
home strings of 60 to 100 every
day in 15 to 25 feet of water.
As to the future water condition, who knows? It changes
every day, contrary to all
predictions. Blood River seems
fairly clear in the mid-section,
as does Cypress, but the main
lake has been so muddy some
fishermen say their minnows
won't sink.
Bass fishing is still on the slow
side with a few catches being
taken in the backs of coves and
Murray bass
small inlets.
fishermen seem to think that
June will really be hot for bass,
if the water will cooperate.
While out trying his luck last
week, Don E. Jones hauled in a
three-pound Kentucky Bass,
which for most fishermen is a
lunker bass.

Mack & Mack

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.
— 24 Hr. Wrecker Service —
jr-41P

753-3134

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
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•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Phone 753-2571

HUTSON

The only smiling
blue eyed Shiners
in West Ky.
fr

1301---Chestnid

Chestnut Street

Outboard

Open 5 a.m.

Your VresertpOen Carefully & Ateurati;ly

Located W. Railroad Avenue

474-2344

Aurora, Ky.

Guns
Shells

Remington.Federal
Hunting 8 Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
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Our New Gun Depart nant

Al's Tips
A woven plastic or wire
bike basket is a handy carryall
for first-aid kit, camera,
snacks, etc. and the curved
hangers will fit nicely over the
gunnel on your boat so that the
basket is mounted right at your
fingertips.
Always breaking a shearpin? Keep a spare shear pins in
a 35 milirneter film container.
Or tape a spare, together with a
cotter key, to the handle or your
outboard motor. Or tape several
pins and keys, plus small pliers,
to the motor and you'll have no
trouble at all changing a broken
pin on the spot. Or, if you've
broken pin after pin and are
getting discouraged about
keeping spares on hand, a
welding-supply company can
furnish a length of brazing or
soft welding rod of the same
diameter as your spear pin.
Simone Taylor and Flo Brantley of the New Concord area took
l'ape it to a safe place inside this string of crappie on minnows. Several of the crappie were
your boat and snip off the right around V2 pounds.
length when you need it.

Sales
Service-Parts

§Dura Craft §Quachita §Alumicraft
§Sturdy Duo-Craft

Boats of Your Choice
Camping and Fishing Supplies

Remington -Browning
Winchester

PROMPT,.EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR.
AJOR .1111 MESS"

753-1933
l•

Dealer

Be careful with fire:
There are babes
in the vvoods.

Complete Boating Supplies
753-3734

Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
One of the Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
/,„„
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
lool%orlon

Open 9-9 Mon .-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

All Makes of Guns
•
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

In 35 ABA
year, the t
only 18 tim
Kentucky
round by
with the ho
Indiana

hunter, ask about our
selection of guns

If you're a

Fenton 8 Hodge
205 So. 5th
753-4469
George Hodge, owner

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to_Wheisihe Action Is!

A WASI
Warbuckr
for the cl

Jeep Puts
You There!

Cain & Treos
Motor Sales
American Motors Dealer
806 Coldwater Road
753-6448

TAYLOR
MOTORS
.prorroSevorg,*
411

Hs a no%

"WEST KENTUCKY'S '

8 A.M.-12 P.M.

INDIANA
home cowl
has been
American
ation playc
the key for
today as I
their chain
IC/tutu:6y a
"If we w
three-game
fident thal
more dow
Coach Bobl
or to tods
vised fourt

We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports

Storey's

Is Now Open/

Pace
Serie

Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
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FISHERMEN

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
Johnson

Check Big K For....

CH EMIINCeAL.

Cali An, Thre

Mercury

Jerry Maupin says that when
the water temperature nears 65
to 70 degrees and holds for two
or three days, the crappie
spawn will be in full swing. But
It has to hold a few days. Then if
the high water holds steady for
36 hours, we won't have any
worries about a good spawn.
This is when the slabs are taken
in the shallows.
Because the visibility is 100 Bob and Maybel Kneeskern proudly display a string of crappie
per cent down to four feet and at taken one morning last week.
151-aff Photo by Jerry Allen1
five feet drops off to 25 per cent.
When the high pressure came
and water cleared last week,
the crappie moved back to the
ledges. The few that were taken
in the shallows were still silvercolored and full of eggs and just
waiting for the right conditions.
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Oakland Romps
By ED SCHUYLER JR. _
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Today's Kentucky Derby was
the 99th and also the 30th since
Count Fleet won and went on to
become one of thoroughbred
racing's eight Triple Crown
winners.
The Count is still alive—he is
a pensioner on a farm at Paris,
Ky.—and so are 14 other Derby
winners. All are at stud except
Count Fleet and last year's
winner, Riva Ridge, who soon
will begin his 4-year-old racing
campaign.
Rive Ridge's Meadow Stable
mate, Secretariat, was one of
13 3-year-olds entered for today's ;125,000-added Derby
scheduled to start at 5:40 p.m.,
EDT, with television coverage,
by CBS, from 5-6 p.m. and radio coverage, CBS, from 5:255:45 p.m.
The other living winners of
the P's-mile Derby are Needles,
1956; Tim Tam, 1958; Carry
Back, 1961; Decidedly, 1962;
Chateatigay, 1963; Northern
Dancer, 1964; Lucky Debonair,
1965; Kauai King, 1966; Proud
Clarion, 1967; Forward Pass,
1966; Majestic Prince, 1969;
Dust Commander, 1970, and
Canonero II, 1971.
Count Fleet, ridden by Johnny Longden, led all the way in
winning the 1943 Derby by
three lengths over Blue Swords.
He then became the sixth
Triple Crown champion by winning the Preakness and Belmont Stakes. The two Triple
Crown winners after Count

Fleet were Assault in 1946 and
Citation in 1948.
At stud, Count Fleet sired 39
stakes winners including Count
Turf, the 1951 Derby winner.
His last crop of foals was in
1967.
Northern Dancer ran the fastest Derby, 2 minutes flat, when
he beat Hill Rise by a neck under jockey Bill Hartack in 1964.
Proud Clarion produced one
of the biggest Derby mutuel
payoffs, 462.20, when Bobby Ussery road him to a one-length
victory over Barbs Delight in
1967.
In 1968, Forward Pass finished second to Dancer's Image
who was disqualified when illegal medication was found in his
system. Forward Pass has been
awarded first money and a legal battle is continuing over
SUCCESSFUL DUO-Pekka Pettersen (left) and Make Horsma
who should get the $5,000 winner's trophy.
(right) are 17-1 this season in the number one doubles for Murray

Phiiiies Pull Out
5-4 20-inning Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Philadelphia Phillies usually try to give fans their mon-

ey's worth, but this was ridiculous.
Sometimes offering a highwire act or a daredevil who
flies through the air on a kite,
the Phillies just decided to play
baseball Friday night . . . and
play... and play.
By the time they were finished playing, the Phillies had
a 5-4 victory in 20 innings, but
five hours and 16 minutes had
elapsed and there weren't too
many fans left to appreciate
the extra serving of baseball.
In the other National League
games, the Los Angeles Dodgers defeated the St. Louis Cardinals 6-5 in 10 innings; the
Houston Astros trimmed the
New York Mets 9-5 in 14; the
Montreal Expos turned back
the Cincinnati Reds 6-3; the
Pittsburgh Pirates trounced the
San Diego Padres 12-6 and the
San Francisco Giants beat the
.Chicago Cubs SeL
In the American League: California 1, Baltimore 0; Oakland
11, Cleveland 4; Detroit 5,
Texas 1; Kansas City 5, Milwaukee 3; Minnesota 9, Boston

Pitcher Jim Ray, forced to
bat because no one else was
available, came through with a
two-strike, run-scoring single in
the 14th inning to pace Houston
over New York. Ray's looping
hit to center field drove in the
tie-breaking run and the Astros
scored three more,times on a
bases-loaded wenn° Bob Watson and a two-run double by
Doug Rader.
Ron Wood' two-run, two-out
!single capped a four-run rally
In the sixth inning as Montreal
defeated Cincinnati.

A WASHDOWN-A stable hand gives Kentucky Derby entrant,
Warbucks,a bath after a gallop at Churchill Downs in preparation
for the classic
I AP Wirephoto

Rennie Stennett hit a pair of
home runs and drove in six
runs and Dave Cash hit a
three-run homer for Pittsburgh.
Ed Goodson, out of the starting
Lineup with a pulled groin
muscle, delivered a two-out,
two-run pinch single in the
sixth inning, capping a threerun rally that lifted San Francisco over Chicago.

BASEMENT
DAIVIR LEAKY?
Completely Scientific
Waterproofing System
• NO EXPENSIVE DIGGING • NO DAMAGE
TO LAWN • NO DAMAGE TO PLANTS
• PERMANENT RESULTS • REASONABLE

As Tennessee's never-miss Developer -0f this process, we stop your
YyPter printem or it costs you nothing. Your satisfaction guaranteed.

AgEAS
For FREE EstimaTei-or write to:

24 HOUR,.•FH.Q.NE SERVitt

Call
•

State. In the singles, each owns a 15-3 record. The pair bails from
Finland.

Pettersen And Horsma:
Outstanding In Field

INDIANAPOLIS (Al') — The Louisville last week, but the
home court advantage, which Colonels regained the home
has been neutralized in the court advantage Thursday
American Basketball Associ- night vrith a 92-88 victory on the
ation playoffs this year, held Pacers' court.
the key for the Indiana Pacers
Game five is scheduled for
today as they tried to even Louisville next Tuesday. A
their championship series with sixth game, if necessary will
Kentucky at two games apiece. be played in Indiana and a sev"If we win today, then it's a enth game would be in Louisthree-game series and I'm con- ville's spacious Freedom Hall.
fident that we can win one
more down there," Indiana
Coach Bobby Leonard said prior to today's nationally teleINDIANAPOLIS(AP) — The
vised fourth game here.
1975 American Legion Baseball
In 35 ABA playoff games this World Series will be in Rapid
year, the home team has won City, S.D., the Legion executive
only 18 times. Both Indiana and committee said Friday.
The 1973 series will be in LeKentucky gained the final
Dave Lopes knocked in the
round by knocking off teams wiston, Idaho, and the 1974
with the home court advantage. event was awarded previously winning run with a 10th-inning
single, leading Los Angeles
Indiana won the first game in to Roseburg, Ore.
past St. Louis. The Dodgers
had tied the game 5-5 in the
bottom of the ninth on a runscoring single by Willie Davis.

Ili

Over Cleveland

314-334448?
Southern Basement Watergarooffng Co.
4

1229 Marilyn, Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Let's play a little guessing
game. Now where would you
expect to find a pair named
Pekka and Mikko?
You wouldn't find them in a
circus, although they do require
the skills of an acrobat. No, it's
not the name of a new pizza
shop either.
If you are guessing that they
are a pair of parakeets, you are
wrong too, but getting warmer
because the two can fly.
Pekka Pettersen and Mikko
Horsma are tennis players for
Murray State and they are
winging their way to the top of
the Ohio Valley Conference
tennis circuit.
_
The two nativel cd Finland
are currently 15-3 in their
singles competition. Pettersen
plays the number one singles
while Horsma plays the number
two singles.
In the number one doubles
they combined for a 17-1 record.
Their only loss came to the
University of Missouri.
They are a perfect pair for the
singles. Petterson is a lefthander and Hosama is a righthander.
"We feel that Pekka is the
best player in the OVG,"
Murray coach Bennie Purcell
said.
"Pekka is what we call a
control-touch player," Purcell
said. "Mikko is a power player
with a strong serve and volley.
He's one of the top three players
in the conference," Purcell
added.
Mikko is a 22 year old
sophomore general business
major. He began competing at
the age of 10. Mikko, who
studied English for six years
before coming to the United
States, was 19-2 in the singles
last year and was named to the
All-OVC Tennis Team.
"There are always those days

when you just don't feel like praise for their coach, Bennie
playing," Mikko said. "That's Purcell.
what happened when we lost
"He is the best coach I have
that doubles match
to ever seen," Mikko siad. "He
doesn't push us, he let's us work
How does a young man from at our own pace.
Helsinki, Finland find himself
Pekka also expressed the
playing tennis for Murray State same view.
University?
"Coach Purcell knows that we
"011ie Karvaila, who played have to practice to succeed. He
last year for Murray, told me a can't do it for us. We spend a
lot about the school. He left me couple of hours each
day on the
with a good impression of the courts and he doesn't
push us to
place," Mikko said.
practice any more."
The saga of Pekka Pettersen
Local tennis fans can get a
is a little different from that of
chance to see Pekka and Mikko
Mikko Horsma.
next Thursday when the
Pekka ,is the "old man" of the
hosts
team. He is 29 years old, Murray State tennis team
Middle
Tennessee.
married and has two sons back
in Finland.
The Serlachius Corporation, a
tissue-making plant, employed
Pekka back in Finland. He was
promised a promotion if he
were to go to the United States
and take some courses in
LOUISVILLE ( AP) — "Parmarketing at' an American don me,"
a visitor said, apuniversity.
proaching a uniformed policePekka arrived, on a tennis man at one of the horse barns
scholarship, to Murray last on the backstretch of Churchill
December. He had been to the Downs, "could you tell me
United States once before. In which stall Secretariat is in?"
1961 he participated in the
"Sorry, sir," the cop replied
Orange Bowl Tennis Tour- chillily. "I am not permitted to
give out information on horses,
nament.
After the OVC Championships owners or trainers."
There was nothing really
later this month, Pekka will
return to his job and family in earth-shaking about that exFinland and his tennis career change. The interesting part of
It was that the cop wore rouge
will be over.
"It's rather funny how people and lipstick, had on blue eye
think that I am so old," Pekka shadow and carried an over
the-shoulder purse instead of a
said.
"There is this one man. nightstick.
She also looked a little bit
Every time he sees me after a
match, he asks 'How has the old like Elizabeth Taylor.
"The private police agency I
man done today?"
"I've enjoyed my four months work for—Barricade in New Alhere in Murray but I will be glad bany, Ind.—didn't have enough
to get back to my family," men for the job," explained
Sgt. Donna Burns, 23, a statuPekka said.
"There just isn't any way that esque brunette. "So Marilyn
I could afford to bring them and I were assigned. We had to
over here, so I will have to go have special uniforms made for
back to them.
Marilyn is Lt. Marilyn Potts,
Both Pekka and Mikko had
a comely, blonde divorcee.
Donna stands at one end of

Louisville Derby's
Haven't Been To Race
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Would you believe that Don and
Carol Derby have never seen
the Kentucky Derby?
The young couple moved to
Louisville, home of the famed
race, more than a year ago,
but they've never even been to
Churchill Downs yet.
"If we do get to a Derby, I
guess it will have to be in the
Infield," Mrs. -Ueib -said. ' I
don't think we'll ever be able to
get box seats for the race."
The Derbys moved to Derle,town last year from Cincinnail.
where they regularly attended
River Downs. They are the only
people named Derby in the
Louisville telephone book.
"I'd really like to go to the
Derby," Carol said by telephone from her home about 10
miles from the race track
"But it's really just a curiosity
thing with me."
The Derbys Were just one of
a number of Louisville couples
contacted in a ttlephone survey
to see hOw the hometown folk§
feel about the event termed
"the most exciting two kIhutes
in sports."
Most of them have neve-

seen a Derby.
"I've lived here for 32 years
and have never been to the
Derby," Bill Herron said. "Every year, I intend to go, but I
always end up watching in on
television rather than going out
there and mingling with the
crowd."
Mrs. Fred Bauer, who
recently celebrated her 25th
wedding anniversary, went
even -further•
"I saw a Derby when I was
in high school, but we haven't
even been to the races since
one time a few months before
we got married," she said.
And Buford Sam, a 62-yearold waiter, has lived in Louisville since 1939 without ever
seeing in person the 4125,000added classic run each year on
the first Saturday in May,
•"I would go to see it," he
said, "but I usually have to
work when it's going on "
The survey sounds like they
Could mire a telephone booth for
the grandstand at Churchill
Downs,edoesn't it?
But from someplace or anothes, last year, no less than 130,564 people ehowed up. It's just
that the Derbys, the Herrorr,
the Bauers and the Sams
weren't among them

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
The designated hitter used to
be known as the designated
pinch hitter. Now, it's just designated hitter, and there's no
more designated pinch hitter.
At least there wasn't until
Friday night, when Manager
Dick Williams of the Oakland
A's produced a line-up that included a designated hitter and
a designated pinch hitter for a
game won 11-4 over the Cleveland Indians
Elsewhere in the American
League, California edged Baltimore 1-0, Kansas City shaded
Milwaukee 5-3, the Chicago
White Sox blanked the New
York Yankees 5-0, Detroit whipped Texas 5-1 and Minnesota
outslugged Boston 9-6.
National League scores:
Pittsburgh 12, San Diego 6; San
Francisco 5, Chicago 4; Houston 9, New York 5 in 14 innings; Montreal 6, Cincinnati 3;
Philadelphia 5, Atlanta 4 in 20
innings and Los Angeles 6, St.
Louis 5 in 10.
Oakland's original lineup listed newly acquired Deron Johnson as the designated hitter,
batting fifth, and Gonzalo Marquez, who throws left-handed,
at second base, batting second.
Marquez was really a designated pinch hitter. He sacrificed and reached safely on an
error as the A's scored three
times off Gaylord Perry in the
first inning, two coming on the
first of three singles by Johnson. But when the A's took the
field, Dick Green was at second
base and Marquez in the dugout.
Johnson also hit run-scoring
singles in the seventh and the
eighth.
In Baltimore, former hero

Barn 42, which houses such
stars as Secretariat and Sham,
and Marilyn stands at the other.
And nobody crosses through
without getting a kick in the
shies or their eyes scratched
out.
_
"No, we don't carry guns,"
Sergeant Donna said. "The
whistle is our weapon if we run,
Into trouble, but so far we
haven't had any problems."
The nearest thing to a crisis
has been packs of lonesome
newsmen, wandering around
the barns in the early hours
trying to store up knowledge on
horses but always ready to
make a pitch toward a pretty

Frank Robinson, now with the
Angels, was presented with his
old No. 20 uniform, in which he
helped the Orioles win four penants. Then he doubled with
two out in the seventh inning
and scored the only run of the
game on Bob Oliver's double.
Rudy May pitched a two-hitter.
Kansas City's Steve Busby,
bidding to become the second
pitcher in history to hurl backto-back no-hitters, went 5 1-3
hitless innings against Milwaukee before Dave May hornered, but Busby won.
The White Sox posted their
seventh consecutive victory by
trimming New York behind the
combined seven-hit pitching of
ex-Yankee Stan Bahnsen and
Terry Forster.
Willie Horton drove in three
runs wituh a homer and single )
as Detroit downed Texas and
shot from fifth place to first in.
the tightly bunched AL East.
Bob Darwin drove in three
runs and Tony Oliva two as
Minnesota snapped a five-game
losing streak by defeating Boston.

Derby
Louisville, ky.(API— Facts 4
and figures on the 99th running
of the Kentucky Derby Saturday:
Place—Churchill Downs
Distance-14s miles
Post Time-5:40 p.m., Easten Daylight Time
Entries-13.
Purse-4125,000 added to 3
nomination and starting fees; 4
$100 each for nominations; $2,500 for each of the entries and
$1,500 for each starter,
Value—If 13 starts, $155,050 to'
winner (a record), $25,000 to
second, $12,500 to third and $5,-;
000 to fourth.
Favorite—Entry of Secretariat and Angle Light.
Last year's wineer--nieu‘
Ridge
Last year's time-2:01 4-5
,
Record
Time—Northern
Dancer, 1964, 2:00
Crowd—Approximately 130,000
Weather—Sunrur with tow
peratures in the Ms
Probable track -condition—
Fast
Television and radio (CBS)—
TV from 5-6 p.m., EDT: radio
fromd:15-5:44 p.m.

T. G.(Ted
Alexander
for

They don't get much more
than cold stares and cryptic replies frorg the brunette sergeant and blonde lieutenant.
The cops are required to give
only their name, rank and serial numbers.
"We were ordered not to talk
about anything connected with
the race," Sergeant Donna
said. "I don't even know which
horse is which."

Sheriff -_

Aft-

Calloway lounty
"Your Candidate for
Law and Order"
Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G.
Alexander, RR2, Murray:
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Drycleanin • SPECIAL

Free
Storage
Insured!
Mothproofed'
No boxing!

(

Central Shopping Center

Open 7 a.m.:4p.m. Mon'.-Saf.

Phone 753-9084

KNITS should be DRUMMED by PROFUSION/LK
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It With A Classified Ad

HELP WANTED

." BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
DiSTaitsuipa

To P
Ledge
FOR ;

•
••
•••

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

LEGAL NOTICE

FOR SAI.E

SLEEPING ROON
furnished, private
conditioned,
Zimmerman Apart
16th. Phone 753-8609

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, FURNISHED APARTMENT,710 Commonwealth of Kentucky, STARCRAVF CAMPERS. Shasta AVOCADO FIVE shelf steel
electric and air conditioned. 11,is Poplar (rear). All utilities Department of Finance, has filed and Golden Falcon, travel cabinet. Large portable T.V.
all
beautiful ... super sheer
small storage building. furnished. $100.00 per month. a civil action in the Callowa) trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 21C cart. Reasonable or trade for
Has
RUN
TO
NOT
:GuareANTEEci
M8C Circuit Court condemning the
Phone Lynnville 382-2299.
of used furniture.
PANTY HOSE
per month. Phone 489$65.00
TESTED, right piece
off
We Need
NCE
In.
M7C
:-Accts will be furnished
M7C
real estate described below and PERFORMA
753-9388.
Phone
2595.
fully
52,496
Anjou,
MaineSimmental,
,Vestment from
,
interest
an
furnished
Men
claiming
TWO BEDROOM
any persons
Part Time
on all
secured by merchandise. psign
Brown Swiss,
Limousin and
i.earnings tor just a few hours par
bedrooms apartment, fully carpeted, air in said real estate are required to breeding age bulls for sale. ARC REGISTERED toy poodle
two
HOME,
MOBILE
firne.
houses,
full
go
or
Fashions
inspect
Ladies
'week SSISSSSSSS
with cars to
electric heat. make an appearance in the action
conditioned,
$50.00 each. Phone 753Interested' Call COLLECT 213with two baths, air. Located Fox
collect
Farms, Cadiz, Ky., puppies,
debtors,
Broadbent
to
BUY
M7C
Must
the
talk
and
pets.
No
interest
BEST
month.
per
their
and assert
Mon -Sat
2729.
938 3823 or write
Meadows. Phone 753-2744 after $100.00
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235money, pick up credit
HOSIERY, INC 5225 Wilshire
M5C have references. Phone 753-8425 basis therefor to Frank Ryan, 5170.
Calif
6:00p.m.
skip
MIK
investigate,
Blvd No 520 los Angeles,
cards.
MSC Master Commissioner of the
PHONE
SUZUKI 1968 120CC. Good condays or 753-5962 nights.
90036 GIVING YOUR
M7C
trace, etc No experience
NUMBER
Circuit Court, within
dition. Phone 753-3656.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
Calloway
Chestnut St.
necessar). No selling, • house, 1 block from campus. TWO BEDROOM house, located twenty (20) days. If such ap- OPAL GT 72, 11,000 miles. Stereo
pleasant ssork. good pay.
HELP %ANTED
refrigerator furnished. 9th & Vine.. Possession im- pearance is not made, all claims tape, Vinyl roof. 70 Triumph, FAXDN MOTHER'S Club cookand
Stove
New books. Can be purchased from 250 OLD used brick. 36' of 5' chain
You can be our agent for
$110.00 per month. Available May mediately. Phone Bob Miller, 753- in and to the property described 750cc. Excellent condition.
WANTED LICENSED
the area where you Use.
MSC below shall be forever barred, seat, tank, parts, tools, helmet. any member of the Mother's link fence. Remington portable
if no answer. 2920.
753-7802,
Phone
11.
beauticians. Write P.O. Box 324,
M11C
The property referred to above Phone 753-6167, 753-8824. M8NC Club. $1.50 each. Make good typewriter with table. Seven
753-4099.
Call
giving Name, experience and
furnished is situated in Murray, Calloway
ROOM
THREE
Mother's Day gifts or shower piece ladies Day. Grand Slam
M8C
references.
M7C golf clubs with good bag. Four
THREE BEDROOM house near apartment, air conditioned, County, Kentucky, and is more WELL kept carpets show the gifts.
DAVIS
MR.
Goodyear G78:14 P.C. radial
WANT A second income' For
university and shopping center. electric heat, private entrance. particularly described as follows, results of regular Blue Lustre
spot cleaning. Rent electric MATTRESS AND springs, queen W.W. tires. Two 40018 Goodyear
opportunity to work part time, set
No dogs allowed. $50.00 deposit $70.00 per month. Couples only. to-wit:
(816) 842-2557
M7C Sup. 'Rib 4 ply tubeless boat
M5C -A tract of land situated in shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market, size. Phone 753-5014.
own hours, have financial
required . Available June 1. No pets. Phone 753-1203.
M8C
MSC
trailer tires. One 600x9 tire, also
security. Phone 753-1470. May 11C
or write
the City of Murray, County of Five Points. .
Phone 753-63M.
LEGAL NOTICE
Calloway, State of Kentucky;
ARC REGISTERED toy poodle, tubes. One Goodyear V.W H.D.
TRAYCO
HOUSEKEEPER FOR family of
being a part of the Southwest LATE MODEL boat, beautiful four months old, silver, male. battery, new. Solid maple dinette
TRAILERS, 10' and 12' wide. The Joint Appreticeship Comtwo elderly adults. References.
P.O.Box 2177,
M7C set and four chairs. Also maole
of Section 22, condition. Complete for $1850.00. $70.00. Phone 753-6633.
Quarter
Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at mittee of the Four Rivers District
Prefer to live in. Write to P.O.
Kansas City, Mo. 64142'
corner cabinet. One 11" Clarke
Township 2, Range 4 East, Phone 753-8262. You must see
M9C
753the
Ky.
phone
or
Street
and
Murray,
Sycamore
314
Box 32-Z,
Council of Carpenters
DECORATE YOUR home, commercial floor or rug
being Lot No. 8 of the
also
21C
May
MIOC
1551.
Associated General Contractors
cottage, or commercial building scrubber-polisher. G.E. mixer on
George Washington Wall will
•
HELPER
CARPENTER'S
of Western Kentucky are ac.. and plat as recorded in Will
piy
with Coronado Stone. For stand. Electric grill and perui
tine
best
S
ARMSTRONG'
AUTOMOBILE DETAIL
M7C MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms cepting applications for the
wanted. Phone 753-7955.
fireplaces, exterior or interior colators. Sioux commercial auto
Page 265; and nylon whitewall tires.
"F",
Book
EXPERT •
Apprenticeship
with air conditioning. On Carpenters'
being further -described as 775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11 walls. Contact Coronado Stone of buffer. 19" black and white G.E.
A good paying spot with
Kirksey-Stella Highway. Couples Program.
Route portable T.V. Phone 753-1257.M5C
Tenn.,
Commencing at a 825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27 Paris,
follows:
awaits
benefits
all fringe
I. (xily. Phone 753-6636.
M7C 1. Apprentice ship Application
monument located 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43 1, Springville, Tenn, Phone 593WANTED SOMEONE
concrete
you, if you know your
forms are available at the Four
May 17C MOBILE HOME. No down
to tear down house
35' North of the centerline of
Armstrong Custom supreme 4 3005 or 593-3534.
business- and if you are
BEDROOM furnished Rivers District Council of Car- Chestnut
ONE
Whit*wall
said
payment. No lot to buy. Trailer
Street,
series
see
or
78
Phone
polyester
ply
reliable
utilities penters' office, 5522 Reidland
apartment, partial
on location. Phone 474-2236. M5C
Dan Miller 753-7550
monument also being located
tires.
This is a new and used
condition.
good
in
-BED,
HIDE-A
or
Kentucky,
_Y paid. Available May 5, Phone 753- Road, Paducah,
30' North of the section line F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42 Phone 753-5429, after 4:00
sales point in
car
M6C any of its affiliated Local Union
9741.
between Section 22 and G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60 p.m.
Madisonville, Ky.
M5C BUSSHOG, IN good condition.
offices. Any one wishing to apply
Section 27 and 660.00' West of H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
See or call collect:
M7C
Phone 7532987.
by
baby-sit
so
WANTED SOMEONE to
NOW RENTING -trailers for for this program must do
the half section line between J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89 CREOSOTE POLF-S, 8' to 25',
Mr. Tom Dockery or Don
in my home. Monday through summr months, near university, June 10, 1973.
the East and West half of
Dewy
Armstrong's best line of and treated fence posts. Murray 14' MIRRO Craft boat, 20 H.P.
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. air conditioned. Mobile Home 2. Apprentice ship applicants Section 22, said monument is
502421-7870
glass belted whitewall Lumber Company, 104 Maple
polyester
M9
following
5:00p.m.
Phone 753-1585 after
Johnson motor, heavy duty
Village, 753-3895 or 753-3482. M6C must meet the
further described as being a tires.
North City Ford
MSC
Street.
requirements:
trolling motor and trailer. One
common corner between F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
year old, been used about 3 hours
MOBILE HOME on water front (a) The applicant must be bet- Murray State University and
'778 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + 62.73 ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, $900.00. Phone 753-3672.
M8C
.
5
.
-5
lot. Air conditioned. Located at ween the ages of 17 through 27 Edward M. Shroat; Thence
1,1 AS.I. I".
the
on
$2.96
Kentucky
+
$21.98
Mayfield,
H78 x 14 or 15"
Blood River Subdivision. $40.00 years of age.
North 2 degrees 4313" West
trailers,
Benton Highway. Travel
TWO COMPLETE sets of maple
per month. Phone 436-2427. M8C (b) The maximum age may be and following the property
x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02 pickup camper, toppers. We also twin beds, two sets bedspreads,
extended through age 32 for line between Murray State J78
or
week
the
by
$3.13
+
campers
$24.73
15"
rent
L78 x 14 or
some bed clothes. Also will sell
TWO APARTMENTS, fur- applicants honorably discharged
University and Edward M.
Armstrong's best line of weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- matching chest of drawers. Real
nished-three rooms and bath. from Military Service
Shroat 627.70' to a concrete
polyester steel belted whitewall 2303.
M8C
nice. Phone 753-4407.
Private entrances and parking. (c) The applicant must satisfy monument marking the point tires.
MSC
and
297
at
Apprenticeship
the Joint
Low summer rates. Inquire
beginning; Thence North 2 F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68
of
elks
LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape
M8C Training Committee and, or, the degrees 4313" West 104.00' to
North 12th.
tablets and Hydrex water pills.
Bell
Local Joint Committee that he a concrete monument;
Big
Men's
G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
Say-Rite Drug.
M9C
JEANS
BEAUTY SHOP, completely has the Ability to master the Thence North 85 degrees H78 x 14 or 15- .$7558 + $3.10
Sizes 28-42
1000" East 201.85' to a
lil0005TOCK
furnished and in good location. rudiments of the trade.
Armstrong Polyester glass
BURLEY PLANT bed, 50' long
FASHION MART
15 IZEAU.be INTO
M9C 1.cl) The applicant must have concrete monument; Thence
Phone 753-0099.
and 9' wide. Phone 753.2304. M8P
HOPSCOTCH
educational North 85 degrees 23'00" East belted wide 70 series with raised
ufficietrt
Chestnut St.
complete 113.15' to a concrete white letters.
to
FURNISHED TWO bedroom preparation
MAN'S DIAMOND ring, size PI,
required monument located on the G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 + $2 86
the
satisfactorily
efficiency
large
house and
IA
H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09 KENMORE AUTOMATIC „.
1970
dedicated
instruction.
related
newly
Both
West line of a 30'
`" °"" "am a Luce.
apartment.
.,""w"'
washer, $40.00 or best offer. See '
glass
nylon
belted
Armstrong
nice. Automatic,
real
Maverick,
an
be
street; Thence South 2
decorated. Both air conditioned ( e ) The applicant must
M5C
wide 60 series with raised white at 802 North 20th.
three speed. Portable tape
and lots of closet space Private American Citizens, or in the degrees 43'10" East and letters.
recorder and several tapes, like
said
naturalization.
of
of
line
process
West
following the
entrance. Apply at 1606 West
BOAT, 14'
G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18 FIBERGLASS
M8P
new. Phone 753-4155.
MSC (f) The applicant must be 30' street 104.00' to a concrete
Main Street.
L60 x 14 or 15" - 628.44 + $3.88 runabout, 40 H.P. Johnson motor
physically able to perform all the monument; Thence South 85
Armstrong's best highway and trailer. A-1 condition. $675.00. ADAM'S HARD surfaced plow
degrees 14'41" West 315.00'
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', three work required of the trade.
M5C
ifIlLONDIE
Phone 437-4260.
ead
truck tire, tube type.
points, regular points to fit most
meet
must
to the point of beginning. This
blocks from college on private g ) The applicant
C.AA1
plows. Disc blades for all discs,
entrance tract contains 0.752 acres."
other
such MSC
Phone
753-7833.
lot.
ONE
650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58 18"PEDESTAL fan, 30" exhaust coulter blades and plow shins.
&'.-TI-UNK
THERE'S NO REASON
be
shall
as
CLERK
qualifications
BLALOCK,
JAMES
( GOOD RIASON1
WHY I SHOULDNT GO
FURNISHED APARTMENT established by the Joint Ap- CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT 1 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40 fan, cash register, antique Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. 1TC
p.
117 ^ STAG rsiAvrY
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80 showcase, 35,000, 20,000 and
adjoining University . Living and prentice ship and Training TC
AT HERBS CLUB
10-11
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69 125,000 BTU gas heaters. Phone CHEVROLET CAMPER van,
dining area, kitchen 2 large Committee and, or, the Local
TONIGHT
M7P refrigerator, paneling, shag
825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14 436-2286 after 6:00 p.m.
closets, hall, bath, one bedroom, Joint Committee.
COMMONWEALTH OF
$
*1-111
- 10 ply, 665.43 + $7.33
20
x
900
wall to wall carpet, good fur- (h) The applicant shall be a High
carpet, radio, tape player, builtKENTUCKY
.1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10 CARPORT SALE: Saturday, in cabinets and storage area.
niture, air conditioning. Phone School graduate or establish the
DEPARTMENT OF
MSC equivalent of the same.
1000 x 22- 12 ply, 680.26 + $9.98 May 5th, 8-6 only. Antiques, old Also pair of beagles. Phone 7537534848.
TRANSPORTATION
Armstrong's best lug or keywind clocks, trunk, carnival 6086 or see Ellen Polk, 1208 South
(i) The applicant must have
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
traction type truck tire. glass, oil lamps, glassware. 16th Street after 1:00 p.m. weekbedroom trailer for completed the General Aptitude
TWO
MU.
6
NOTICE OF CONTRACTORS 600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56 Avon
:
30
7
I.
1TNC
bottles, dishes, household days.
men. Water, trash pick up and Test Battery administered by the
"E'111 dr's
Sealed bids will be received by 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89 items, miscellaneous, 1614,
•
$75.00
furnished.
later
office
no
State Employment
yard mowing
•
its
at
Highways
of
the Bureau
•
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33 Magnolia off Richland at 16th.
per month. Phone 753-9773. M1OC than June 1, 1973.
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until 750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + 64.12
M5NC
BEAUTIFUL ARC registered toy
(j) Apprenticeship applicants
k'
10:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight 825 x 20- 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
I WONDER wHY
poodle puppies, white, black or
the
meet
above
APARTMENT AT 511 South 4th who
May,
of
day
17th
the
OF
7641,..o<
r
Time on
I 040N
900 x 20- 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51 THREE BEDROOM double- silver. Male or female. 6 weeks
Street. Phone 753-6684 after 4:00 qualifications will be notified by
be
TNAT ONE
will
which time bids
1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 wide, only $6595.00 Bill's Mobile old. Price $50.00 to $55.00. Phone
M7C mail, at their last known address 1973, at
p.m.
publicly opened and read for the 1000 x 22- 12 ply, 887.61 + $11.50 Homes, South Beltline Highway,
M11C
753-4469.
of the time and place to appear
improvement of:
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Paducah, Ky. Phone 443TWO BEDROOM house trailer, for an interview.
18CALLO WAY COUNTY, SP
May 9C 6150.
M5C MOBILE HOME, 12•x70' Jef13entorL Ky.
12'7150'. Washer, dryer and air Selection of apprentices shall be
123; The Murray-Farmingtonferson,
Water furnished. made on the
of
baths, two large
basis
conditioner.
1
.1
9
4
4
"40,
Mayfield (KY. 121) Road from SAILBOAT-EQUIPMENT. New BREAKFAST TABLE with 4
bedrooms.
Entire
contents goes.
One mile from city limits on qualifications alone, without
Flying
Stella
used
470's,
lasers,
and
and
in
121,
and KY.
chairs,$50.00. Two twin beds with Must sell soon. Phone 753Couple regard to race, creed, color, sex, KY. 299
Mayfield highway
southeasterly, a Scots, plus a full line of Moody springs and mattressos, $25.00
extending
0028.
M8C
ITC distance of 3.850 miles. trailers. Area code 618-524preferred. $90.00 per month. or national origin.
each. 10 drawer chest, $35 00
M7C
Phone 753-3533.
M8C
Surface
9654.
ConcreteBituminous
Five drawer chest, $30.00. AnKnit
Class I.
TWO BEDROOM duplex, stove, NOTICE TO CREDITORS:
i.1.00D PRACTICE piano and tique dresser,$50.00. Night stand,
•
Bid proposals for all projects horse collar mirrors. Also old $5.00.
BAGGIES
$45.00.
refrigerator, 'air conditioner
Couch,
C.
will be available until 9:00 a.m. walnut dining table and buffet. Refrigerator-G.E., frost free,
Sizes 28-38
$125.00. $50.00 deposit. 1716 Wells Melanie Inez Radford, Dec'd
•
DAYLIGHT TIME on
EASTERN
FASHION MART
Ex,
Wells
Radford
George
1714B
Breckinridge
Ext Inquire at
or 753-0176. M8C coppertone, $200.00. Set french
489-2166
Phone
THE PHANTOM
Chestnut St.
M5C Job Corps Center, Magnolia 26 the day of the bid opening at the
tended.
doors, $5.00. Corner cabinet,
Contract
of
Division
Ky.
Adrn
Morganfield,
Phone
MAY
630.00.
51R,
set,
Swing
IT
$25.00.
SA
YOu
1967
Mobile
12x60
SAW!
VINDALE,
YOU
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
Procurement at a cost of $2 each.
SAY-,1 lilt
Wye-- 5117,
M8P REPOSSESSED AM-FM • Phono
home with dishwasher, air 753-8938.
SPIKE
I KNOW WHO
living room, kitchen, bathroom
I HAVE TO
to
only
issued
are
proposals
Bid
Vernon Cunningham. 1)ec:d
gy ARE -stereo console, balance $79.95.
THANK YOU,.
steps
conditioner,
fully
carpeted
two
or
One
bath.
and shower and
contractors.
commANDER
Paul & Robert C.unningham prequalified
YOU stiYEo
and harficane straps. Call 753- FROM WALL to wall, no soil at One Demo AM-FM-phono-tape
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartJOB!
State
the
to
Route 5, Murray, Ky. Co-Adm Remittance payable
M6C all, on carpets cleaned with Blue stereo console, early American ,
7351.
ments, South 16th Street, 753Treasurer of Kentucly must
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer only $259.00. J & B Music.",
May9C
5609
for
request
accompany
Bunnie Lavela Farris, trec
'
'd
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping 71 53-7575.
M5C
FOUR BEDROOM house, $150.00 Cecil Farris, 708 Sycamore St., proposals
•
seamless gutters, installed per Center.
M5C
ITC
per month. Two rooms, $35.00 Murray, Ky. Executor
your, specifications. Call Larry
FEMALE FULL blooded Gereach. Near university. Phone 753at 753-2310 for free DUNCAN
Lyles
-man Shepherd puppy, black and
4:
PHYFE
couch
and
MSC Fred M. Gingles, Deed
7575 or 753-0669.
May 12C early
estimate.
American conch. Phone silver, 10 weeks old. $15.00.
11ii i
74 11:*
Pat M. Gingles, 1606 Farmer FOR SALE Oh FOR RENT
M5('
,___,
753-753-8378.
M6P Phone 753-7833.
71,
efficiency
CUTLER
york
and
dare seed
Ave., Murray, Ky., Ad-4
414
ONE BEDROOM
soybeans. Broadbent Seed
apartment, air conditioned. ministrator
VA LOANS, no down payment for
MOBILE HOME, 10' wide, two Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235- MOBILE HOME,24'x60'( doublePhone 753-3139 after 630 p.m. M9
:4
qualified
veteran. 12 years to
Nice
bedroonls, air conditioned.
5162.
John E. Hopper, Dec'd
M15C wide). Five months old. Cwner pay. Drive on out almost to
Heights
University
must
in
sell,
leaving
town. ''arked
Harold Hopper, Route 1 11ino, Located
'MAT'S AN EDucATE0 GUESS,SAKE
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Mobile Home Park. Phone 753- KIRBY VACUUMS--The shag at Riviera Courts. 81,00000, and Bank
-- YOU MAY BE
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished Ky., Executor
financing on spot. Bill's
MIK
fr16.41--OR waot46
753-1566.
take
over
or
payments.
heat
Phone
central
6406
753apartment,
duplex
rug specialist that adjusts to any
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
2284
after
with
5:00p.m.
M9G Beltline
All persons 'having claims
and air, ceramic tile bath
• carpet. New and used vacuums
Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
shower. Carpet throughout, built- against said estate ate notified to EXTRA NICE Oiler, located I for sale For demonstration
443-6150.
• MSC
. r
in oven $125.00 per month. Phone present them to the ,M- mile from college, fully carpeted, phone Mike Hutchens, your local CAMPERS! CAMPERS' A lot
full
of
them
at
M16C
"
prices
you
couldn't
or
ministrator Executors verified
753-7850.
Early American furniture, color Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or /53KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
according to law, same to be T.V., matching drapes and (259
MavI9C believe, starting at $450.00. Full variety of pistols. Buy now while
,type, fold down and motor homes.
ONE BEDROOM furnished presented to said Administrator bedspreads, air conditioned,
You can still get them at
apartment, near college. Phone or Executors' in due - Course of electric heat, underpenned Rent COMPARE, SAYE Seamless'New and used. At Bill's Camper
reasonable
prices. Country Boy
M9 law.
gutters. Atkins Gutter Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
• - 753-3079.
poo.00 per month. Gas and water aluminum
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
.
"Financing
•
Homes,
Installation
3900
This 3 ctay of May3.1973
Clarks
River
Road,
furnished. Deposit reauired
from Hopkinsville, Junction, 117
a va la hi e l'hone 753-3407 or 753- Paducah, Ky Phone collect for
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished Marvin Harris, Clerk
Couples preferred Phone 753and 164 Open Sundays until 400
phone
May 23NC information 443-6150.
obVrokr
By - Judith Ainley, D.C.
M5C p.m
M11C E1992
apartment.' If interested
1TP 7358 or 753-5191
.••
M5C
M9C
753-5079.
01.FFiLIATE
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For Mothers

INVESTIGATORS

20%

MUSIC
PIANO TUNING
Jerry Cain, 753-871
craftsman Piano
Guild.

FASHION MART

TUNIN
PIANO
Pro
rebuilding.
service. 15 years
Rebuilt pianos for
Dyer, Murray, Kent
7534911.
SPINET-CONS01
Wanted responsible
over spinet piano.
Can be seen locally.
Manager, P.O.
Shelbyville, Indiar
WANT TO
WILL BUY or tra
used guns, or ne• v g
laying hens. Phone'
•
16C
WANTED ANTI
treasurers in excel
Write giving detail
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
WANT TO BUY u
drawers also dress
753-0777.
WILL BUY your
antiques. One piece
Phone Paris, Tenne
Gary Beecham nigh

loom •••••••

II

'
linos -1

.
.
i
i
,

AIN

'A,

11

WANT TO BUY 11
larger air condition(
_1976 after 6:40 p.m.

•

LAND WANTED wi
two of Kentucky
immaterial. Write'
Murray,Ky. 42071.

BUYER OF Stan
also logs, pulp woo
4147.
AUTOS FOR

GMC PICKUP 19
- condition. Camper I
through 1972 El-Ca
753-7446 after 4:00 p.

MUSTANG, 1966,
..:.-Phone 753-0001, or(
1654 Calloway Ave.,

FORD GALAXIE
hardtop, air and po
Torino, power sti
436-2199.

CHEVROLET IMF
door. Real good shi
4571, after 6:00 p.m

GALAXIE 500-19
power steering. G
good tires, 0843•60
phone 436-2461.

FORD VAN-1970,
with factory air. I
after 5:00p.m.

1971 TOYOTA Cor
air conditioned, up
Excellent condition
436-5574.

OLDSMOBILE
steering, power t
conditioning. $200.
8938.

1970 TORINO G
hardtop, power s:
brakes, vinyl ro
dition. Reduced
Phone 762-2557.

FORD TRUCK 192
power steering an
good condition. S.
753-3815.

OLDSMOBILE 86hardtop, all pow(
air. Good mechar
$700.00. Phone 753
p.m.

FORD GALAXIE
door hardtop. 0
con
Excellent
Pho
mileage.
evenings.

CHEVY II SS-1961
cubic inch engine
rear end, 4 speed,
bar, and hubs, on
---#.0-29.5-15 slicks.
. • Tennessee 642-044
am.and 10:00 p.n

--‘11111111111P

r
TA.cEefifoSuY
IT'S

SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
furnished, private entrance, air
refrigerator.
conditioned,
Zimmerman Apartments, South
minc
16th. Phone 753-6609.
MUSIC
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
TFC
Guild.
PIANO
TUNING—RepairPrompt expert
rebuilding.
service. 15 years experience.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, Phone
TFC
753-8911
piano.
SPINET—CONSOLE
Wanted responsible party to take
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P.O. Box 278,
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. M5P
WANT TO BUY
WILL BUY or trade old guns,
used guns, or ne-v guns. Will buy
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
•
16C

Ad-Visor at ...

753-'1916
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

New in Murray

Regency Tailors
Specializing in Custom Tailored Suits,
THREE BEDROOMS,two baths, central heat 8/ air, shag
carpet, professionally decorated throughout, Robertson
school district.

Pants and Jackets for Men

*************************
Give Loretta, Don or Wayne a Call at

NOW OPEN

Wilson Real Estate

1415 Main St.
(next to Bowling Alley)
LIKE MY PRE,PAT? I couLpw'r
AFFORD IT, BUT I BOU6HT VT AW(WAY,u

Call for an Appointment
if you prefer
753-0055

WANTED ANTIQUES and TEMPLE HILL Cemetery will
treasurers in excellent condition. reserve bids for upkeep of
Write giving details to Box 637, cemetery. Bids will be read May
June 7C 8. Everyone interested in the
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
upkeep of the cemetery is asked
to give bids to Euin Jones or John
WANT TO BUY used chest of
M5C
Grogan.
drawers also dress form. Phone
M5C
753-0777.
WILL BUY your furniture and
antiques. One piece or house full.
Phone Paris, Tennessee 642,0919,
M9C
Gary Beecham nights.

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced

WANT-ADS

Ledger & Times...
FOR RENT
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If You

Miss Your Paper

NEED A NEW ROOF?

We've Moved

We install shingles, built up roofs,
cedar-shakes and gutters

The Chestnut St.
BarberTO Shop
The Soutkiide

Phone 436-2172

BOB SWIFT ROOFING
CONTRACTOR

—MEMBER MULTIPLE LISTINGS202 S. 4th (Across from Post Office) 753-3263
— Sales Personnel Residence Phones—
(Arena Jobs- 753-6079
Don Nanny-753-9912
Wayne Wilson -5:1_50m
• ************************ -Property for you in the city
THREE BEDROOMS, kitchen-den, large utility, price
includes two air conditioners, draperies and built-in range
and oven, under $20,000, built in 1964,zoned R 2.
ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY—Living room with
fireplace, breakfast room, three bedrooms, two baths,
plus upstairs, central heat, zoned R 4.
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR—three bedrooms, 1½ baths,
kitchen-den with built ins, built in 1968, zoned R 2.
LARGE KITCHEN, two bedrooms, priced under $12,000.

k,t,

near shopping.
THREE B‘Roes.
churches,
—HOMES,
*************************
FOR ALL your additions- PAINTING
Please Phone
Property for you out of city
remodeling, residential Or commercial. Reasonable prices
Your
-commercial. New or old. Free and guaranteed quality. For free
SHERWOOD—Three bedrooms, two baths, central heat
WANT TO BUY 18,000 BTU or
TFC detailed written estimate call
and air, built in 1971.
estimates. Call 753-8123.
larger air conditioner. Phone 753Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712
M5P
1976 after 6:00p.m.
acres, newly
,
"fildrooks.21
JUST LIS • .M111=ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. ( Wadesboro ).
June 5P
TFC
decorated tvou.iiiialh Mang Mi".
Phone Paris,642-6551.
If No Results:
PAINTING: Willie's Interior &
LAND WANTED within a mile or
2 baths, U-shaped kit1,
REFINISHING & Exterior
Free
COLONIAL—Three bedrooms, '
RY'S
Painting.
.JERR
two of Kentucky Lake. Size
Phone
chen with flourescent lighting, built-ins, carpeted, built in
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00
immaterial. Write P.O. Box 32-A
M5C
1967, large lot
South of Murray on Hwy. 641 a.m to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 402- 4:00p.m.
June 5C
Before 5:00 p.m.,
TFC
ELEVEN ROOMS—Three baths, central heat, extra large
8837.
BUYER OF Standing timber,
rooms, large lot, bordering city limits
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
Then
753Phone
wood.
pulp
logs,
also
carpets, furniture, floors and
June 4C
4147.
After 5:30 p.m. and
FOUR BEDRSISOickbil central heat and air.
walls. Service Master, all you
cleaning.
about
know
to
need
every
away,
give
BOOT
FREE
Until 6:30 p.m.
REDUCED $7500 —Five bedrooms, three baths,
AUTOS FOR SALE
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333.
Friday ( women's, men's or
NOTICE
June 5C
fireplaces in living room and family room, near Kentucky
girl's), at Vernon's Boot—Shoe &
Lake.
GMC PICKUP 1959, m good
Somethhg New is at 107
Western Store and Shoe Repair
WILL DO aluminum siding,
condition. Camper top to fit 1967
North 3rd St.
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
roofing, guttering on homes.
ci (Ala& with trees.
I,OT 100 x
through 1972 El-Camino. Phone
Compl,te Rome
Phone 753-8783 for free
M7C
753-7446 after 4:00 p.m.
r
111; ri% Stmilda
M8P
estimates.
Remddehng
SIX ACRES—on federal highway, three bedroom frame,
Otit• 1111. % 11, its
automatic.
five miles from Murray.
V8,
FREE
MUSTANG, 1966,
ESTIMATE
TO ALL John & Marcia, Jackie &
%.•
Sti
Ght" fl
HOUSE
PAINTING—exterior,
Phone 753-0001, or can'be seen at
& Liz fans. The new
Richard
An,
VIt.
gh1t011
534196
7it0
interior—city, or farm. Quality
Dance to the music of your
FIVE ACRES, 25 fruit trees, strawberry patch, pond,
1654 Calloway Ave., apt. 4. M7NC
Red Geranium in Canton is
-"Ili:male Inn
choice with the Showman
reasonably priced. C & J
'work,
three bedroom brick, excellent condition, garage, smoke
M7C
day.
Memorial
opening
7,
at the Murray Moose Lodge
--/Painting Contractors. Phone 437house, stock barn, chicken house.
FORD GALAXIE 1971, two door
YOUNG WOMAN experienced in 4712.
May INC
2011.
hardtop, air and power. Also 1971
clerical work and as waitress 1
wendotpOnk,garage, double
21t0
LOT 137 x wij
Torino, power steering. Phone
desires summer job. Phone 436for
s.
drive, lot
M5P
436-2199.
Sat May 5
M11P
5411.
WILL DO any type of carpenter
work. Large or small jobs. New
FIVE ACRES,three miles from Murray,living room with
two
1963,
CHEVROLET IMPALA
from
PAINTING. EXTERIOR, in- or remodeling Phone 753fireplace, built ins in dining area and bedrooms, two
7955
residendoor. Real good shape. Phone 753or
terior. Commercial
May 30C
closets in each bedroom.
M5P
4571, after 6:00p.m.
tial. All work quality gparanteed.
8 to 12 p.m
For free estimates phone SamSIX ACRES—Three bedroom frame plus basement and
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
&
GALAXIE 500-1966, 390 engine,
Painting
Atkins
mie
Members and out of town
upstairs, central heat.
condition,
Good
steering.
437power
Decorating, Hardin, Ky.,
2
AC ES
ORCHARD,
guests only.
June 7C Str
good tires, 0600.00. If interested
4534.
WE NEED LISTINGS
•
Phone 753-3530
201 S. 6th
M5P
phone 436-2461.
John
1. Out of state family arriving at Wilson Realty to buy a 3-4
Pest
and
TERMITE
KELLY'S
for Appointment Wed. thru Sat
Auction
in
bedroom house outside of city.
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South Company 753-8382.
FORD VAN-1970, V8 automatic NEW GIFT shop, opening
MSC
2. Family desires an older home, prefers Cape Cod but
you
day
"Every
display
to
Street,
13tha
like
would
factory
We
Aurora.
753-6863,
air. Mahe
with
will consider house with basement
delay lets bugs have their way."
after 5:00p.m.
M5P your hand crafted gift items. For
LAKE BARKLEY House in Blue
Out of state family arriving in May desires 3-4
3.
TFC
MK
information phone 354-8469.
Springs Estates, 3 Bedrooms, 1
bedrooms with formal /dining area.
1971 TOYOTA Corolla, 4 speed,
bath with shower, refrigerator
4. Couple arriving at Wilson Realty May 21 for house with
.FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank and stove remain. Nice for
air conditioned, up to 30 MPG.
acreage, possession fall, 1973.
small
TFC
753-7850.
Phone
installation.
The advertisement for Joe Pritchett, candidate for
Excellent condition,$1400.00. Call
$19,500. John Randolph Realty &
PI.EASE CALI, LORETTA, DON OR WAYNE IF YOU
M6C
Magistrate, District 1, which wAs printed in Friday's
C,omapny 753-8382, Dan
436-5574.
HAVE THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY AND
South Fulton, Tenn.
brush Auction
WILL DO trash and
Ledger & Times, contained an error.
522-8108.
Thomas
WILL GIVE US THE OPPORTUNITY TO SELL FOR
Phone
rates.
Reasonable
hauling.
The word "not" was unintentionally omitted from a
A Great Band
OLDSMOBILE 1963. Power
PROPERTY IS NOW SELLING—CALL L'S
YOU'.
TFC
753-6130.
sentence which should have read: "Gravel hauling and
steering, power brakes and air
TODAY—
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner.
MAMA"
CHOO
"CHOO
road grading should ggjbe a once a year occurence, but a
conditioning. $200.00. Phone 753SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & brick home,carpeted, three large
Friday Nita, May 421
M7C
monthly practice, as well as bridge repairing, to make it
8938.
Electric. Repairs made on all jet bedrooms, living room den,
safer for our school buses to travel."
Saturday Nite, May 5th
and submersable well pumps. 24 kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
farms and ki acre TWO LAKE lots at Panorama
service. two baths, double garage with FIVE ACRE
OPEN 7 P.M.
hour
emergency
1970 TORINO GT, two door
Chandler Park. Shores. One or both. Call 436near
lots
CLOSE 12 P.M.
Authorized Myers dealer. Phone storage room, patio, central heat Property located on Kirby 2289.
M8NC
hardtop, power steering, power
May 31C and air, nice lot. Shown by ap753-5543
brakes, vinyl roof. Good conLOUNGE, South Fulton,
RAY'S
Reasonably
Trail.
Jennings
The Hottest
753-8742
dition. Reduced to $1000.00.
Tennessee. Every Thursday nite
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call
ASPHALT PAVING—driveways, pointment only. Phone
M1OC priced.
5.00p.m.
after
M9C
Pack."
For
The
And
coating.
Phone 762-2557.
"Wolfeman
seal
parking
MAN"
lots,
"ORGAN
John C. Neubauer Real Estate, Sam Harris 753-8061 or your
Open 7:00 p.m., dope MOO
May 24C
free estimate phone Joe Ford
Between Fulton and
208 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky., realtor.
Company, TWO LARGE water front lots in 753-0101, residence 753-7531. M5C
midnight. Must be 18 gears old.
Memphis
FORD TRUCK 1967 C800, tilt cab,
Construction
SEVEN ACRES of land in norMay 30C Blood River Subdiviiion. $4500.00
Have proof of age on you. May 7C
power steering and air brakes. In
Mayfield, 247-6937.
Popular Rock,
theast Calloway County. Phone
good condition. $2,000.00. Phone
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
Bay, Bank of Marshall County, BenM8C
SwirlMusic
MaylIP ONE ACRE on Blood River
REPAIR Service. 6:00 p.m. 753-8997.
JOHN'S
753-3815.
Other Stuff to our homeoff Kentucky Lake, across from ton, Kentucky 527-1383.
M9C
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
in Lakewav Shores and Panorama
ice cream is like a Teverywhere
made
is
DESIGN
GOOD
door
two
or
days
86-1967,
7534897
Phone
OLDSMOBILE
carpentry.
Model Ford to a limosine.
TFC this 3 bedroom house, with Shores. Good private location. FAMILY LIVING can be elegant
hardtop, all power and factory
753-7625 nights.
20c & 30c, qt. 79c, gal. $2.98
central gas heat and central air Adjoining T.V.A.. boundary. in this 3 bedroom home with
* ELECT *
air. Good mechanical condition,
Triangle Inn
conditioning, shag carpet, 2 large $6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753- central heating and cooling
5:00
after
trucking,
753-6860
$700.00. Phone
BULLDOZER WORK;
june 5P system, shag carpets, dish
753-4953
closet space, at- 8997.
MSC
pin.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and baths, large
with nice
County Court Clerk
extra washer, garbage disposal, builttopsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, tractive utility
bedrOom,
brick- TRI-LEVEL four
garage,
paneled
cabinets,
two
range and oven, phone outlets
500-1967,
TFC
Sat.
on
oc 354-8161, after 500 p.m.
FORD GALAXIE
Clerk's Office open
arse rooms, central heat and air in
walled patio, $30,800
two baths. John Randolph
and
from
door hardtop. Original owner.
miles
and the noon hour.
9
well,
good
gas),
John Randolph Realty 84
& Auction Company 753Low
Realty
condition.
lake.
from
Excellent
fire
Vote No. 2 on the Ballot.
Keith Murray, 5 Minutes
753-4382,
MSC
It is necessary for the Water System to flush the
Company,
Auction
Hays 489-2488.
Keith
753-7789
8382,
LEASE
Phone
p.m.
FOR
mileage.
after 5:30
%ill
M5C Phone 436-2205
hydrants Saturday night, May 5th. The flushing
Pot Ad paid by D Philips.
Hays 489-2488.
M9C
4C
June
evenings
Poplar,
the
during
BY OWNER; House 1318
/307 Overbry. Murray, Ky.
begin about 10:00 pin.St will be completed
bedroom
TWO
LUXURY
%hen
three bedrooms, living room,
night. If there is any discoloration in your water
for one LESS THAN 10 Acres with'eattle
leasing
Now
spartrnent.
CHEVY II SS-1966, new L.T.1 350
dining room, kitchen, utility
turned on Sunday morning, flash well before
crfb,-Iten
barn,
first
conair
tobacco
barn,
and
year.
Central heat
I'OR SALE OR TRADE
it is
OWNER; two wooded lots, room, fireplace, garage, nice lot,
BY
cubic inch engine, posi track 488
miles
6
using. We are sorry for any inconvenience, but
ly
Approximate
ditioning. Completely carpeted, ponds.
Sharpe Street, beside park, all appliances, including -000,
rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow
required that we do this twice a year.
kitchen appliances furnished. Northeast of Murray.
center,
.equipped
fully
BOAT-18',
JET
H
&
M
of
set
one
hubs,
gear schools, shopping
bar, and
I.
washer., refigerator, stove
Ideally located near uni4rsity. John Randolph Realty &
,
hours.
10
Used
549trailer.
606)
new
Pairs,
with
System
Phone
Murray Water & Sewer
university
9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone
washer and dryer. Phone 753Keith
753-8382,
Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m. Auction Company
May&
MSC
2494
Tennessee 642,0445 between 9:00 Will sell for ki original price.
0671
M5(
M5C Hays, 489-2488.
753-8958.
M8C
M5NC Phone 436-2427.
am and 10:00p.m.

Paper Carrier
First

Next Door to IGA
We Welcome Everyone
To Our New Location

Which Will Be The

753-1916

753-7278

Dance Night

Murray Barber
Shop

• apenng
•• Paii n ti ngTile
•Panelling
Ce ling

!

Bill

Professional Hair Styles
Use Your Head
,Go to.. .

THE HAIRDRESSER

Ray's Lounge

* Correction *

I.

Happy

Birthday

J'otezkv, Suedy

DOT PHILLIPS

NOTICE

t
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Range War Developing Between
Cattlemen And Chicken Farmers
WASHINGTON AP) — A
kind of a range war is developing between cattlemen and
chicken farmers over whose
brand is better at the old supermarket these days.
The American National Cattlemen's Association, miffed
about meat boycotts, has organized a vigilante outfit called
a "truth squad" to let eastern
dudes know about life among
the cows.
Meanwhile, the National
Broiler Council NBC) says it
is launching an advertising
campaign in big-city newspapers to tell consumers:
"Don't be Mad at Chicken ...
Chicken's on Your Side."
The cattlemen's case will be
presented by a team led by
Mrs. James Tyler, chairman of
the industry information council of ANCA. She and other
spokesmen for ranchers and
feedlot operators plan to visit
New York and Washington next
week.
Boycotters, Mrs. Tyler said
in announcing the venture, are
not helping to increase the beef
supply by their actions. "They
confuse the issue by creating
pressures for simplistic solutions which can cause even
greater economic disruption,"
she said.
The broiler industry, pleased

Rites Held Today
At Local Chapel
For Edd Prince
Funeral services for Edd
Prince of Fern Terrace Lodge
are being held this morning at
eleven o'clock at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Jerrell White
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Paul David Lycos, Billy Lycos,
Eddie Cavitt, Robert Cavitt,
Randy Thornton, and Homer
Ray Prince.
Burial will be in the Olive
Branch Cemetery in Como,
Tenn., with the arrangements
by the Max Chruchill Funeral
Home.
Prince, age 83, died Thursday
at five a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was a member of the Memorial
Baptist Church and a retiredcarpenter.
The deceased is survived by
his stepmother, Mrs. Pat Prince
of Paris, Tenn.; six daughters,
Mrs. Thad Imes of Murray,
Mrs. Jack Hands, Mrs. Paul
Lycos, and Mrs. Maynard Bt.,
all of Lansing, Mich., Mrs. Cecil
Fiegenbaum of Topeka, Kansas, and Mrs. James Cavitt of
Mayfield; one son, William
Dumas Prince of Lansing,
Mich.; five sisters, Mesdames
Albert Brattion, Odell Nichols,
Day Fletcher, Odie Fields, arid
Harold Moffett; four brothers.
Paul, Carl, Clarence, and
Clifton
Prince;
thirteen
grandchildren; fifteen great
grandchildren.

Miss Gay Pageant
Planned, Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (A?) —
A beauty pageant with a difference *ill open in Nashville May
10. There will be evening gown
competition, talent contests and
the winner will receive a 1973
automobile.
But the contestants will be
young female impersonators
vying for the Miss Gay America title in a pageant sponsored
by the Watch Your Hat and
Coat, a Nashville gay hangout.
Jerry Peek, the pageant's or,
gamier, said more than 40 contestants from 31 states are expected to enter the three-day
affair which will be held at the
Glass Menagerie, a nightclub.
The competitors will appear
in evening gowns and sportswear, Peek said, and judging
will be based on poise and talent.
Peek said he knew that at
least four of the contestants
were not homosexuals.
Peek began the contest for female impersonators last year
and accepted applications from
almost anyone who wanted to
enter.
,
This Year, he said, most of
those who have entered the
Miss Gay Pageant have won
statewide conj,ests.
More than $8,,000 in cash and
prizes will be distributed to the
winners with the first-place
winner I-eceiving 61,000 arid a
1973 automobile.

6

that the Nixon administration
put price ceilings only on red
meat, wants to convince shoppers that poultry is a great bargain.
Full page advertisements will
run in a number of major
newspaper food sections on
May 9-10 in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington,
D.C., Atlanta and Dallas, the
chicken people said.
An NBC spokesman said the
ads will include comparisons of
protein value between chicken
and beef. An example: fried
chicken contains 30.6 grams in
each 3 oz. serving, compared
with 26 grams in a serving of
beef chuck roast.
Mrs. Tyler and other cattle
spokesmen will explain to
media food editors, farm
writers and others how the beef
industry is hurt by what she
calls "ill-conceived pressures of
consumer activists" who do not
understand the free market
system.
"Any tampering with the beef
producer's already narrow
profit margin — which can run
as low as three per cent on investment as compared to a savings bank interest of five per
cent — can trigger a sharp reduction, not to say the liquidation of herds," she said in her
statement.
WASHINGTON I AP) — Agriculture Department economists,
taking into account high feed
costs and poor quality of roughage in some areas, say that
dairy producers are being discouraged from boosting milk
production.
Milk output dropped 1.5 per
cent in March from a year earlier following declines of 1.0 per
cent in each of January and
February. For all of 1973, the
Outlook and Situation Board
says in a preliminary report,
milk output may be "somewhat
lower" than last year's 120.3
billion pounds.
"Although feed prices are expected to remain high, gains in
milk output per cow may im-

Rev. Jerre!' White
Speaker For Sunday
At Memorial Church
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will be speaking at both services of the church at 10:50 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 6.
Special music .will be
presented at both services
under the direction of Alan
McCutchen, minister of music.
Lester Garland of 1103 Pogue
Avenue will serve as the deacon
of the week
Christian Home Week will be
observed in the church this
week, with a special study of the
book, "The Christian View of
Sex."
Sunday School will be lirld at
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman
as director and Church Training
will be at 6:30 p.m. with Joe Pat
Futrell as director.
Activities during the week
will be the Acteens meeting on
Monday at seven p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Candy Jenkins,
1317 Kirkwood Drive, with Mrs.
Treva Mathis as guest speaker,
and the Senior Citizens luncheon on Tuesday at eleven
a.m. at the church.

Christian Church
To Hold Services
Services will be held at the
First
Christian
Church
( Diciples of Christ) on Sunday,
May 6, at 10:45 a.m. with Dr.
Woodfin Hutson giving the
"Stewardship Meditation."
Mrs. Howard Titsworth,
president of the Christian
Women's Fellowship will make
her report to the congregation.
Soloist will be Mrs. William
Porter.
Dr. William F. Srnith, Jr., will
be the worship leader with Jeff
Cartwright and Steve Underwood as the candle lighters.
Elders serving will be Bailey
Gore and Dr. Woodfin Hutson.
Deacons and deaconesses
serving will be Dr. Clegg
Austin, Armin Clark, Mrs.
Richard Greer, Mike Holton,
Davy Hopkins, Oren Hull, Bill
Marvin, Dennis TeYlor, -and
Voris Wells. Greeters will be
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cullom
and Mr. and Mrs, John Lyon.
Flowers on the communion
table will be in memory ofr
departed members of the Wear
Helm Service (lass

prove as cows move onto pasture," the report said. "With
larger 1973 crops of feed grains
and soybeans planned, feed
casts should moderate after
summer, given normal weather. Consequently, milk output
may increase some next fall
and winter."
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Despite a big improvement in
prices paid growers for shorn
wool the past year, competition
from manmade fibers still remains a major factor in the
long-term picture.
The Agriculture Department
says in a wool situation report
that world production of synthetic fibers increased eight
per cent last year. Production
in the Cn'ted States jumped 19
per cent.

Dr. Dodson, Jr.,
To Speak Sunday
At Both Services
"How Far Can You See?",
will be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday, May 6, at
the First United Methodist
Church.
This will be Loyalty Sunday
when budget commitments will
be dedicated at both morning
services. Church School will be
between morning services.
The Junior High and Senior
MYF will have a supper at the
church at six p.m. The Junior
group will have an election of
officers at their meeting. At the
Senior meeting Dr. Dodson will
lead the gaup in a discussion of
"What Methodists Believe
second in a series on the general
topic, '`What you always
wanted
to know
about
Methodism but didn't know
whom to ask."

Services Planned
At Baptist Church
The First Baptist Church will
have regular worship services
at 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday, May 6, with the pastor,
Rev. Richard E. Walker,
speaking at both services.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by W.
Rudolph Howard . Morning
ntupbers will be "0 Love of God
Most Full" and "From the
Rising of the Sun." The evening
numbers will be "Jesus Is the
Sweetest Name I Know" and "I
Saw the Cross of Jesus."
Terry Lawrence of 1503
Belmont Drive will be the
deacon of the week and will
assist in the morning services
along with G. T. Moody,
minister of education.
The Board of Trustees,
composed of C. D. Vinson, Jr.,
Chairman, Tip Miller, and J. D.
Rayburn, has called a special
business meeting for the purpose of a special vote at the
morning services.

Services Are Today
At Funeral Chapel
For Mrs. Garland
The funeral services for Mrs.
Virgil Garland of Murray Route
One will be held today at 2:20
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Heyward Roberts and
Rev. Peter Carlisle officiating.
Pallbearers will be Festus
Story, Wes Fulton, Otis Lamb,
Paul Cunningham, Jack Norsworthy, and Bill Hurt.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Max
Chruchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Garland, the former
Rode McDougal,died Friday at
2:20 a.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her
death at the age of 68 followed
an illness of five months. Born
July 1, 1904, in Stewart County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late Realus Jackson McDougal and Sally Lou Tishey
Garner McDougal.
The deceased was a member
of the West Fork Baptist
Chruch. She and her husband,
who survives, were married
February 5, 1922.
Survivors in addition to her
husband are one daughter, Mrs.
John Tucker of Kirksey Route
One; two sons, Jackson Garland
of Alm° Route One and Bernice
Garland of Madisonville; one
sister, Mrs. Ruel Garland of
Murray; one brother, Rudy
McDougal of Murray; seven
grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren.

Murray State. .
(Caatiased tram Page 1)
the agriculture department at
Murray State, and Preston(Ty)
Holland, who relinquished
duties last fall as head football
coach at Murray High School
after holding the post 43 years.
Rev. Richard E. Walker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Murray, delivered
the invocation and benediction
on the program .
Special music was provided
by the Murray State University
Wind Sinfonietta with Paul. W.
Shahan, director of bands, as
conductor. The group played an
original Shahan composition
entitled "Music for the 50th
Anniversary." Larrie Clark,
assistant professor of music,
was featured during the number
as the narrator.
A total of 169 graduates from
the fall and spring semester
graduating classes were listed
as honor students in the
program-25 as Summa Cum.
Laude, 41 as Magna Cum
Laude, and 103 as Cum Laude.
Top student in the class is
Sheila Karen Richards of
Dawson Springs with a 3.99
academic average of a possible
4.00. Four others had a 3.97
standing—Sara Lowry Page
and Sharon Marie Sisk, both of
Paducah, Laverne L. Davis of
Murray and Margaret Ann
Simmons of Cario,
Among the graduates were
390 who finished their work at
mid-year.

Hunt Gives Details
Office Break-In
LOS ANGE1F-S 1AP) — Watergate conspirator E. HoWard
Hunt, in secret testimony disclosed at the Pentagon papers
trial, has given details of what
he said was a White House-directed break-in at the office of
codefendant Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist.
Hunt, describing the 1971
break-in as a "bag job" to the
Watergate grand jury in Washington, said it was authorized
by Egil Krogh, then administrative aide to presidential adviser John D. Ehrlichrnan.
After details of the transcript
were made public here Friday,
NBC News reported that Krogh
had confessed to federal attorneys that he engineered the
burglary.
Krogh's, attorney, William
Treadwell, would not confirm
or deny the report.
Hunt said another White
House employe, David Young,
formerly with the National'Securdy Kgency, "certainly"
knew about the planned burglary. But Hunt said he doesn't
know whether Ehrlichrnan or
other White House officials
were told.
He named the men who did
the' actual break-in at the Beverly Hits office of Dr. Lewis
Fielding
nother Watergate

conspirator, Bernard Barker,
and two Cuban nationals—"Mr.
Martine" and Felippe Decliago.
Hunt said Watergate coconspirator G. Gordon Liddy helped
engineer the plan.
The break-in failed to turn up
any records on Ellsberg, Hunt
said. Later, Hunt said, he and
Liddy considered trying to get
into the psychiatrist's home.
That plan was abandoned, he
told the grand jury.
The disclosure of Hunt's"tesUrriony by U.S. District Court
Judge Matt Byrne, presiding
over the trial of Ellsberg and
Anthony Russo, spurred new
defense motions to dismiss the
indictment against them.
The judge took all motions
under submission
Ellsberg and Russo are accused of espionage, conspiracy
and theft for copying the Pentagon papers, a top secret study
of U.S. inv-Olvement in Vietnam, while both were engaged
as researchers on government
projects for the Rand Corp. in
1969.
Hunt said that, soon after the
trip, he tried to tell White
House special counsel Charles
W. Colson about the activities
but Colson rushed into another
office saying, "I don't want to
hear anything about them."

Mrs. Shackelford's
Funeral Services
Will Be Today

'Fears For Life'

Dean Hands Over Key
To Safe-Deposit Box
W ASHINGTOI* (AP
former presidential aides to be
Ousted presidential counsel questioned by authorities in
John W. Dean III told Sen. connection with Watergate.
Lowell P. Weicker Jr. at a seSen. Edward M. Kennedy, Dcret meeting that he fears for Mass., told a newspaper edihis life, a qualified source says. tors' convention here that WaWeicker said he did meet se- tergate is a "traumatic nationcretly with Dean for two hours al tragedy."
—Testimony unsealed by
and 45 minutes Thursday but
refused to disclose the sub- court officials here said the
Nixon re-election campaign
stance of the talks
raised between $1 and $2 milThe Connecticut Republican
lion in cash that can't be traced
said that Dean gave him "no
grounds to go ahead and impli- because records of where it
missing and apcate the President" in con- came from are
parently were destroyed.
nection with the Watergate
—The Washington Post
scandal.
quoted government sources as
Dean turned over the key to
saying the Senate's special Waa safe-deposit box Friday to
committee is actively
Chief U.S. Dist. Judge John J. tergate
investigating the Justice DeSirica and said the box conpartment's Watergate prosetained confidential documents
cution. The sources said the
he removed from the White
House for fear they would be
destroyed after Nixon fired
him
(Cantivnied from Page I
These were other developand Mrs. Josh Tabers, Route 1,
ments Friday in the Watergate
Farmington, is a junior at
,candal:
Calloway County High School
Donald H. Segretti, a Caliand is Vice-President for the
fornia attorney named as a
local DECA Chapter for 1973-74.
White House agent, was reShe
will serve as a campaigner
leased on 810,000 personal surefor Kentucky's national officer
ts bond after surrendering to
candidate.
authorities in Los Angeles. He
Danny, son of Mrs. Wanitta
was indicted by a federal grand
Weatherbee, Route 1, Kirksey,
jury in Orlando, Fla., earlier in
is a senior at Calloway County
the day on charges of conSchool and is Treasurer
High
spiring to sabotage the Demofor the afternoon DE class. He
cratic presidential campaigns
will serve as a representative
of Sens. Edmund S. Muskie and
for Kentucky at the Kentucky
Henry M. Jackson.
Booth.
—Watergate conspirator E.
Nora Wyatt, daughter of Mr.
testiHoward Hunt's grand-jury
and Mrs. Everett Miles, 1320
mony was released at the PenSycamore,is a junior at Murray
tagon Papers trial in Los AngeHigh School and is Reporter for
les and detailed what he said
the local DECA Chapter for
was a White House-directed
1973-74. She will serve as a
burglary of Daniel Ellsberg's
representative for Kentucky at
psychiatrist's files. He named
the Kentucky Booth.
former White House aide Egil
A special feature of the
"Bud" Krogh as supervisor of
Conference will be the
the operation.
presentation of scholarships to
-Two sources said Krogh
a number of outstanding
signed a sworn affidavit before
Distributive Education students
federal prosecutors in Washingfor
advaRced
study in
responsibility
the
for
ton taking
marketing, management or
break-in.
Distributive Education.
—The White House issued exNatIonally known leaders
ecutive-privilege guidelines that
from the fields of marketing,
place at least a partial lid on
education and government will
the testimony of present and speak
at the Conference, serve
as competitive event judges,
and as consultants, and will
take part in workshop sessions.
The students raised money to
(C.aatiatied from Page 1)
to operate a campaign in- attend the Conference by ielling
telligence ring, turned himself ads for $10 each. The full page
in to federal marshals in Los ad appeared in Tuesday's
Angeles. He was released on Ledger and Times. Mary.
$10,000 personal surety bond Devine sold over $200 in ads and
after waiving his right to have Nora Wyatt and Lamar Harrell
solver $150. The entire trip
the case moved to California
Hearing, who was subpoe- will cost approximately $110 per
naed to appear before the jury student.
They are accompanied by
but arrived only ta find he was
about to be indicted, surren- their advisor, Mrs. Vicki Shell,
dered to marshals in Tampa who is in charge of the national
and was released on $5,000 rec- officer campaign and the Kentucky voting delegates.
ognizance bond.

DECA...

Segretti. . .

The funeral for Mrs. Brooks
(Hermes Evelyn) Shackelford
of New Concord will be held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Granville
Courtney officiating.
Pallbearers will be Charlie
Wade Bucy, George Lee
Lemonds, Louie Valentine,
Otiste
Thompson, Lloyit
Thompson, and Wavel Osborn.
Interment will be in the
Shackelford Family cemetery
near New Concord with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Shackelford, age 64, died
Thursday at 4:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
the Emmanuel Baptist Church.
She is survived by her
husband, Brooks Shackelford of
New Concord, and several
cousins. Mrs. Shackelford was
born January 31, 1909, and was
the daughter of the late Kirk
Patrick Chilcutt and Della
Rowlet Chilcutt.

prosecutors failed to pursue
adequately evidence in their
possession that indicated a coverup of high-level involvement
in the case
There have been numerous
reports in recent days that
Dean was willing to talk to Watergate investigators, perhaps
in er change for a grant of immunity from prosecution. But
he is not known to have appeared before the federal prosecutors, grand jury or Senate
committee.
Weicker, who has been conducting his own probe of Watergate and also serves as a junior, minority member of the
committee, said he reported the
meeting to committee leaders
who agreed to have Dean appear "at the earliest possible
date."
The senator said the question
of immunity for the former
aide did not come up at the
meeting. Weicker had said previously he would favor such a
grant.
Weicker contradicted a New
York Daily News story saying
Dean "reportedly also hinted
during the three-hour session
with Weicker that President
Nixon himself had knowledge of
the cover-up plot," a reference
to a high-level Watergate cover-up operation reported by
various sources.

ACROSS
An boy
Weaken
Applaud
Wheel tooth
Collection of
!acts
14 Danish island
15 Sorter un
temper
17 Economic pool
19 Place in line
20 Part of flower
2 I Free ticket
23 The awn&
24 Residue
26 At that place
28 Knock
31 liebnew letter
32 Female ruft
33 Pronoun
34 Make lac*
36 Part of shoe
38 Sink in middle
39 Foray
41 Otherwise
43 Staks
45 Fish-eating
mammal
48 Jumped
50 Insect
51 Serni-precious
stone
62 Female sheep
54 emender
55 Alcoholic
beverage
56 Marry
57 Periods of time

5 Posed for
Portrait
6 indefinite
article
7 Moccasin
8 Worries
9 Misaive
10 Regan
11 Take, vote
16 Birds home
18 Part of church
22 Fragnient
23 Hugged
mountain crest
24 Liieiy
25 Ocean
27 lanipeay
29 Wye cup
30 Wooden Pin
35 Surgical saw
36 Sagacious
37 Plumlike fruit
38 Knd of clog

FIRST ED
receives the
Sparks. Printed
commenceme,
50 years. It was
key faculty

The wqmen of the Oaks
Country Club will have a ladies
day luncheon at the club on
Wednesday, May 9, at noon.
Reservations should be made
by late Monday by signing up at
the Pro Shop or call Mrs. Cletus
Fair and Mrs. John I. Sam.
mons, chairmen of the
hostesses committee.
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